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Abstract

Optical micro/nanofibers (MNFs) have attracted significant attention recently for

their potential applications in micro/nano-scale photonic systems. Various MNF

devices have been reported, and most of them are based on MNFs with circular

cross-sections. The circular MNFs have little or no capability of maintaining the

state of polarization during transmission, which cause instability in phase and

polarization sensitive devices and systems.

We proposed a simple and effective technique for fabricating air-cladding

elliptical MNFs with wavelength and sub-wavelength scale diameters. The technique

involves the use of a femtosecond infrared laser to cut away parts of the fiber

cladding on opposite sides of a single mode fiber (SMF), and tapering-drawn the

SMF by use of a flame-brushing technique. The cross-sectional shape of the “cut”

region is well preserved during initial taper-drawn process and eventually turns to an

approximately elliptical shape when it is drawn down to micrometer scales. These

elliptical MNFs have demonstrated very large birefringence of the order of 10-2,

much larger than the conventional highly birefringent (Hi-Bi) fibers. The elliptical

MNFs have SMF pigtails from which they are made, and hence can be easily

integrated into conventional optical fiber systems with low loss.

We also explored the potential applications of the Hi-Bi MNFs. By splicing

Hi-Bi MNFs into fiber Sagnac loops, all-fiber comb filters with flat-top passing

bands are demonstrated. Two different configurations are studied, one incorporates a

single piece of twisted Hi-Bi MNF in the Sagnac loop, while the other includes two

pieces of Hi-Bi MNFs cascaded along a fiber with a rotation of their birefringence

axes. The lengths of Hi-Bi MNFs used are on the order of centimeters, one to two

orders of magnitude shorter than the conventional Hi-Bi fiber-based comb filters.
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The birefringence of the MNFs may be tuned by varying the dimension of MNFs

and the refractive index surrounding the MNFs, which provides more flexibility in

designing comb-filter with desired properties. The comb filters might be used for

multi-wavelength fiber lasers, optical signal processing and switching, and

management for wavelength divided multiplexing networks, especially for photonic

integration, computing, and nano-scale sensing.

Many device and sensor applications exploited the large external evanescent field

associated with the thin MNF. However, the optical performance of MNFs quickly

degrades after fabrication due to surface light scattering from dust particles and from

cracks induced by water vapor, resulting in large irrecoverable increases in loss and

eventual mechanical failure. We developed a technique to fabricate in-line fiber-optic

photonic microcells by encapsulating MNFs with glass tubes. The encapsulation

isolates MNFs from external contamination and makes them more robust for

real-world applications. By splicing the encapsulated Hi-Bi MNFs into fiber Sagnac

loops, gas pressure, temperature and refractive index sensors were developed. A

Sagnac loop interferometer with a Hi-Bi MNF microcell demonstrated a refractive

index sensitivity of ~2024 nm per refractive index unit (RIU) in gaseous

environment (refractive index ~1) and 21231 nm/RIU when it is surrounded by

water (refractive index ~1.33). Such microcells may be used as low loss

evanescent-wave-coupled optical absorption and amplifying cells, as well as

florescent and photo-acoustic cells.

Long period gratings (LPGs) exploit the resonant coupling between the fiber

modes and have been studied extensively for sensing and communication

applications. We fabricated LPGs directly on an encapsulated Hi-Bi MNF by

periodically modifying the surface along one side of the MNF with a femtosecond

laser. One such made LPG exhibits resonance dips at 1532.7 and 1614.2 nm for two

orthogonal principal polarization states, and the corresponding grating strengths are
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19.2 and 15.2 dB respectively. Higher order LPGs based on the encapsulated Hi-Bi

MNF was also realized and used as a refractive index sensor in water with the

sensitivity of ~4623 nm/RIU. We also fabricated LPGs by use of focused high

frequency CO2 laser pulses to periodically modify the transverse dimension of a bare

Hi-Bi MNFs, and then encapsulated them within a glass capillary afterward. These

LPGs may be used as robust wavelength selective polarization filters and sensors.

Polarization rocking filters (PRFs) are a special type of LPGs that couple light

resonantly between two principle states of polarizations in a Hi-Bi fiber. They are

essential functional components in guided wave optical systems such as polarization

diversity heterodyne receivers and highly sensitive fiber sensors. We have

successfully fabricated PRFs in Hi-Bi MNFs. A MNF with a slight ellipticity can

have very large birefringence and hence much shorter polarization beat length than

the conventional Hi-Bi fibers. This means that a smaller pitch or “rocking period”

and hence shorter device length to produce reasonable polarization coupling. The

PRFs were fabricated by introducing permanent twist at particular locations along

the MNF by heating up the twisted fiber with a CO2 laser. High polarization

extinction of ~20 dB was achieved for a device length of 3.12 mm. A high order PRF

was tested for refractive index sensing and demonstrated a refractive index

sensitivity of 32036 nm/RIU.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Literature review

Mirco/nanofibers (MNFs) refer to a class of optical fibers with diameters ranging

from a few hundred nanometers to a few micrometers. An optical microfiber (MF)

typically has micron size diameter, and a MNF with a diameter significantly less

than one micron is often called a nanofiber (NF) [1]. The researches in the

fabrication, characterization, and applications of MNFs may be resulted in novel

applications such as wavelength-scale light transmission and interconnection which

are useful for photonic integration, computing, and nano-scale sensing.

1.1.1 Fiber tapering techniques

Generally, MNFs have been fabricated from conventional single mode fibers (SMFs)

by use of flame-assisted [2, 3], CO2 laser assisted [4], or a two-step tapering-drawing

process [5], so called “heating and stretching” method [5, 6] where the fiber is

locally heated and then axially stretched. The heated region would experience a

diameter decrease due to the mass conservation.

In the “flame-brushing” method [2, 3], a hydrogen gas torch is usually used due

to its cleanness, easy control and high temperature. Fig. 1.1 shows a schematic

illustration of the tapered fiber fabrication based on the flame brushing technique. A

coating length of several centimeters is removed from the SMF prior to the

fabrication of the tapered fiber, then the fiber is clamped horizontally on the

translation stage, held by two fiber holders and heated by a high temperature gas
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flame. During the tapering, the torch moves and heats along the uncoated segment of

the fiber while the two translation stages moving to the opposite direction. The

moving torch provides a uniform heat to the fiber and the tapered fiber is produced

with good uniformity along the heat region.

Fig. 1.1 Tapered fiber fabrication using flame brushing technique [3]

Later, a carbon dioxide laser beam replaced hydrogen gas torch as a heating

source and was used to fabricate the MNF [4], which employs a sapphire tube

(microfurnace) heated by a CO2 laser. Because the tapers were short, having lengths

of a few millimeters, they were convenient for bending and looping of the MNFs in

free space. This approach can reduce or eliminate the 1380-nm-wavelength OH

absorption in tapered fibers, as well as avoid contamination and random

turbulence-induced nonuniformity of a flame-heated system.

Fig. 1.2 Illustration of the setup for drawing MNF using a sapphire tube heated

with a CO2 laser [4].
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Fig. 1.3 The second step in the fabrication process of silica sub-micrometer and

nanometer wires [5].

Fig. 1.4 SEM images of the MNFs drawn by two-step method [5].
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In the two-step drawing process [5], as shown in Fig. 1.3, first, a silica fiber was

drawn to a micrometer-diameter wire with a flame. Second, to obtain a steady

temperature distribution in the drawing region while further reducing the wire

diameter, a tapered sapphire fiber with a tip diameter of about 80 mm was used to

absorb the thermal energy from the flame. One end of a micrometer-diameter silica

wire was placed horizontally, then the sapphire tip was rotated around its axis of

symmetry to wind the silica wire around the tip. The wire coil was moved about 0.5

mm out of the flame to prevent melting and the wire was then drawn perpendicular

to the axis of the sapphire tip in the horizontal plane to form a MNF. Using this

technique, silica MNFs with diameters down to 50 nm was obtained with lengths up

to tens of millimeters, as shown in Fig. 1.4.

1.1.2 MNF-based devices and sensors

When the diameter of the MNF decreases, the whole tapered fiber can be considered

as the fiber core and the Ge-doped core can be negligible, while the environment

such as air is usually used as cladding. This structure introduces some unique optical

and mechanical properties, such as strong confinement [7,8], a larger evanescent

field [4, 9-14], great configurability [4,15], low loss and easy availability [16].

The potential applications of the MNFs can be widespread. Various MNF-based

photonic devices have been reported [17-30]. Typical structures of optical MNF

sensors introduced in this paper are illustrated in Fig. 1.5 [31].

Fig. 1.5 (a) depicts the simplest uncoated MNF sensor, in which the diameter of

the MNF is usually close to or less than the wavelength of light. Due to the high

fractional guiding mode of the MNF outside the fiber, transmission intensity of the

MNF depends on the properties of the ambient medium surrounding the MNF, which

has been applied for refractive index (RI), humidity, and chemical/biological sensing.

In addition, the surface of MNF can be coated with reagents for wider sensing
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applications. Fig. 1.5 (b) illustrates a tapered fiber tip sensor, which is usually coated

with a sensitive film to identify chemical or biological species. It has been used for

RI sensing and some fluorescence based chemical/biological sensing. Fig. 1.5 (c)

illustrates evanescent coupled nanowire-MNF sensor, which is in principle similar to

Fig. 1.5 (a), but offers more flexibility for functionalizing the sensing elements, and

has been applied to polymer or semiconductor nanowire optical sensors. While

sensors in Fig. 1.5 (a)-(c) employ intensity-dependent scheme, those in Figs. 1.5

(d)-(f) depend on optical phase or path. Fig. 1.5 (d) shows a sensing structure relying

on nanowire-MNF Mach-Zehnder interferometer (MZI). Fig. 1.5 (e) illustrates

optical sensors based on MNF loop/knot/coil resonators that are assembled by

micromanipulation. Fig. 1.5 (f) shows a liquid-core optical ring-resonator sensor

using a MNF for input and output connections [31].

Besides exploiting the strong external evanescent field of the MNFs and taking

advantage of the strong interaction of the evanescent field with environment or

evanescent coupling between waveguides, some researches have been conducted on

MNF in-line mode-coupling devices, such as Fiber Bragg Gratings (FBGs) [32] and

long period gratings (LPGs) [33, 34], both of which can be used as the basic element

in photonic systems or sensing applications.

However, the MNFs reported so far are taper-drawn directly from standard signal

mode fibers (SMFs) or glass rods. They are typically not Hi-Bi and hence have little

or no capability of maintaining the state of polarization during transmission, a crucial

factor that determines the stability of phase sensitivity devices and sensors[35].
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Fig. 1.5 Illustration of typical structures of optical MNF sensors: (a) straight
MNF sensor, (b) tapered tip MNF sensor, (c) evanescent coupled nanowire
MNF sensor, (d) nanowire-based MZI MNF sensor, (e) MNF loop/knot/coil
resonator sensor, and (f) liquid-core optical ring-resonator sensor [31].

1.2 Motivation and contribution

In the structure where a perfect circular fiber cladding with perfect circular fiber

core is present, the fundamental mode has two degenerate modes, which are

orthogonally polarized and have the same propagation constant. Various

imperfections in practical single-mode fibers result in an anisotropy of the fiber.

These imperfections can be attributed to a noncircular core, asymmetrical lateral

stress or external conditions such as bending, twist and tension. In general, this

unpredictable birefringence introduced by these imperfections is not desirable. One

method to control the output of the polarization is deliberately inducing predictable

birefringence.

In this thesis, we refer a Hi-Bi MNFs, which have very high birefringence
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induced by elliptical geometry. As known, MNFs have been fabricated from

conventional silica optical fibers. However, they are typically not highly birefringent

(Hi-Bi) and hence have little or no capability of maintaining the state of polarization

during transmission, a crucial factor that determines the stability of phase sensitivity

devices and sensors. In this study, in-line Hi-Bi MNF is utilized. This air-cladding

Hi-Bi elliptical-shaped MNF [35] has a high birefringence up to the order 10-2,

which is much bigger than conventional polarization maintaining fibers, and the

birefringent MNFs can be designed with desired properties, and some optical devices

and sensors based on the Hi-Bi MNFs were developed.

Based on the fabricated Hi-Bi MNFs which combine the unique properties of

MNFs and polarization maintaining fibers, we explored some application based on

the Hi-Bi MNFs, including interferometric comb filters and sensors, and mode

coupling devices.

1.2.1 Comb Filters

The straightforward application of a Hi-Bi fiber is to form a comb filter by splicing it

into a Sagnac loop, in which a path imbalance is introduced between the light that

propagates along different polarization eigen-axis and an interferometric channeled

spectrum is observed [36]. It has been intensively developed and commonly used for

many applications such as in all-optical signal processing and multi-wavelength fiber

lasers [37-39], because they have the advantages of low loss, small size, polarization

independence, simple construction and better performance compared with

conventional optical filters [40-42]. A Sagnac loop interferometer with one-stage

Hi-Bi MNF is proposed in this work as a simple comb filter device, with a high

birefringence, and hence shorter device length, can be used as the basic elements in

micro/nano photonics, which focuses on micro photonic circuits composed of MNFs

[43-45].
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In this paper, the Sagnac loop interferometer with one section and two-stage

Hi-Bi MNFs are proposed and the characteristics of the Sagnac loop interferometers

are investigated both theoretically and experimentally. The Sagnac loop

interferometer with one section of Hi-Bi MNF was used to measured the group

birefringence of the Hi-Bi MNF fabricated, the obtained experimental data agrees

well with the numerical simulation, while Sagnac loop interferometer using

two-stage Hi-Bi MNFs that are connected together at different angle of rotation in

relation with the birefringence axes instead of one section of Hi-Bi MNF allows

more flexibility in controlling the transmission/reflection characteristics of the comb

filters. The length of Hi-Bi MNFs is on the order of centimeters, one or even two

orders of magnitude shorter than the conventional Hi-Bi fiber-based Sagnac loop

interferometer devices, and a flat-top comb filter was obtained. The filter with the

flat-top pass-band bandwidth is preferred for signal fidelity and tolerance of signal

wavelength drift which can relax the requirements on wavelength control in DWDM

system [46].

1.2.2 Robust MNF microcells for sensors

The MNFs have a large evanescent field outside the fiber, allowing strong

evanescent-wave coupling between MNFs and their environment, and hence the

straightforward applications based on this properties are evanescent-wave sensors

[47, 48], which can be used for chemical and biological sensing in medical,

industrial and environmental applications.

However, the challenge of these applications is that the MNF is fragile and

easily contaminated. There are many activities on the method and the effect of

embedding or preservation of MNF devices in order to improve robustness, stability

and to provide reliable protection against degradation [49-51]. However, these

methods are complicated and it is difficult to operate.
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In this paper, we report simple, low cost, and effective method for fabricating

encapsulated MNF photonic microcells (PMCs).The MNFs are made by bi-tapering

a conventional single mode fiber (SMF) and suspended along the center area of a

capillary tube. The MNFs are kept straight within the capillary while their SMF

pigtails are glued to the two ends of the capillary. The encapsulation does not change

the optical property of the MNF but the capillary tube protests the MNF from

external disturbance and contamination. Side holes are made on the capillary wall

and act as ingress/egress channels for sample liquids or gases. The PMCs of such

made are robust and stable, and can be easily integrated into standard fiber-optic

circuits with low loss, making the MNF-based devices more practical for real-world

applications.

Due to two different polarization modes of Hi-Bi fiber exhibiting different

responses to temperature, strain, and refractive index [52,53], Sagnac loop

interferometer based Hi-Bi fiber has been shown to be an attractive device for optical

fiber sensing [54] for possessing many advantages including simple design, ease of

manufacture, high sensitivity and low cost. Besides the gyroscope application[55],

the Sagnac loop interferometer has been used as temperature sensors[56, 57], strain

sensors [58-61] and and bio-chemical sensors [62, 63]. In this work, the photonic

microcells with Hi-Bi MNFs as polarimetric interference elements were spliced into

a Sagnac loop interferometer system for high sensitive gas pressure, temperature and

refractive index sensing.

1.2.3 Long period gratings and polarization rocking filters

Long period gratings (LPGs) are probably one of the most important in-line fiber

devices that have widespread applications in the telecommunication and sensing

fields. The theory, fabrication, and applications of LPGs may be found in a number

of excellent textbooks/review papers[64-66]. The applications of LPGs include
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wavelength filters, mode-converters, spectrum flatteners, gain equalizers, and

various types of sensors.

LPGs have been fabricated in both the standard telecommunication fibers,

microstructured optical fibers, and MNFs with various fabrication techniques such as

the traditional UV-writing technique, femtosecond laser (UV and IR) writing

techniques, CO2 laser irradiation, arc-discharge, chemical etching, and periodic

mechanical stress techniques[65-75], however, there is no work on LPGs fabrication

in the Hi-Bi MNFs. In this dissertation, we inscribed long period grating using two

methods, IR femtosecond laser writing techniques, and CO2 laser irradiation. These

gratings can be used as wavelength selective polarization filters, sensors and so on.

Polarization-rocking filters (PRFs) are a special type of LPGs that couple light

resonantly between the two principal states of polarization in Hi-Bi fibers. PRFs

have been made in Ge-doped D-shaped and elliptical-core polarization-maintaining

fibers by photoinducing, through an external UV-writing technique, periodic

birefringent gratings along the length of the fibers [76, 77]; and in Hi-Bi photonic

crystal fibers (PCFs) by periodic twist of the birefringent axis of the fibers through a

CO2 laser-assisted [78] and an arc fusion splicer-assisted technique [79]. The

responses of PRFs to strain, temperature, and hydrostatic pressure have been studied

[77, 79]. There are also reports on the use of PRFs as polarization-mode couplers to

form Mach-Zehnder type fiber interferometers(i.e., in-line polarimeters) for

temperature sensors [81], and on simultaneous strain and temperature sensing with a

PRF in combination with a fiber Bragg grating(FBG) [81]. A study on the dispersive

properties of a PRF in a Hi-Bi PCF was also carried out and shows that the

formation of a PRF gives more flexibility in dispersion engineering, which cannot be

achieved easily by designing the fiber alone [82]. However, all the PRFs and related

devices reported so far are made in normal size optical fibers and there is no report

on PRFs made on MNFs to our knowledge.
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For elliptical MNFs, the birefringence is estimated to be between 10-3 and 10-2,

which corresponds to polarization beat lengths of a few hundreds of micrometers.

Considering the facts that high quality PRFs have been made in normal-size Hi-Bi

PCFs with a CO2 laser-assisted or arc fusion splicer-assisted point-by-point

technique to periodically twist the fibers [78, 79], and the twist angle can be as large

as 5° over a twist length of ~30 μm [79], we fabricate PRFs in Hi-Bi MNFs with

CO2 laser irradiation with much shorter device length, and explore its applications.

1.3 Thesis outline

The thesis structure is arranged as follows:

Chapter 1 We review the background and applications of Hi-Bi fibers and MNFs

from three different main lines: the development of Hi-Bi fibers, the invention and

applications of MNFs, and in-line devices in MNFs. Then the motivation and

contribution of this thesis is discussed followed by the thesis structure.

Chapter 2 In this chapter, we will introduce the principle of Hi-Bi MNF in detail.

Empirical formulas that relate the higher order mode cutoff and the maximum

birefringence with ellipticity, and that determine peak birefringence wavelength for a

given fiber dimension are obtained. These results will be important for the design of

highly birefringent MNFs with desired properties.

Chapter 3 We have analyzed Sagnac loop interferometers based on Hi-Bi fibers

theoretically and experimentally. The Sagnac loop interferometers with one section

of Hi-Bi MNFs as the simplest comb filters were used to measure the group

birefringence of Hi-Bi MNFs fabricated in chapter 2, and the Sagnac loop

interferometers containing two cascaded Hi-Bi MNFs were developed for flat-top

comb filters.

Chapter 4 In this chapter, We report the fabrication of in-line photonic microcells

by encapsulating tapered microfibers (MFs) inside glass tubes. The encapsulation
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isolates MFs from external environment and makes them more suitable for

real-world applications. Based on the encapsulated Hi-Bi MNFs photonic microcells,

we demonstrated gas pressure, temperature and refractive index (RI) sensors.

Chapter 5 Coupling between guided modes in MNFs are realized by fabricating

LPGs along the MNFs. The Hi-Bi MNF LPGs are fabricated by periodically

inducing micro-tapers along the MNF by use of focused pulsed CO2-laser, and

periodically modifying the surface along one side of the fiber with a femtosecond

laser, demonstrating a polarization selected resonant dip, and as a refractive index

sensor with high sensitivity.

Chapter 6 We proposed a special grating based on Hi-Bi MNFs, polarization

rocking filters, which were fabricated in experiments by inducing permanent twist

with scanning a CO2 laser beam transversely across the MNF while it is being

twisted alternatively, and the potential sensing applications were explored.

Chapter 7 The conclusion of the whole work will be drawn and future work will

be suggested in this chapter.

1.4 Summary

In this chapter, we mainly introduced the background knowledge of this dissertation,

mainly introduce the potential applications of Hi-Bi MNF and the contributions of

this work. The main motivation of this thesis is demonstrated and the outline for

each specific chapter is listed.
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Chapter 2

Hi-Bi MNFs

2.1 Introduction

Hi-Bi air-cladding silica MNFs with wavelength and sub-wavelength scale

transverse dimensions are studied theoretically and experimentally. Hi-Bi MNFs are

taper-drawn from the standard SMF-28 single mode fibers that are “pre-processed”

by “cutting-away” parts of the silica cladding on opposite sides of the fiber with a

femtosecond infrared laser. Such Hi-Bi MNFs have approximately elliptical

cross-sections and are approximated by a three-layer model comprising a small

central Ge-doped region surrounded by an elliptical silica region and air-cladding.

Theoretical modeling shows that phase birefringence of the order 10-2 can be

achieved with such air-cladding Hi-Bi MNFs. The Hi-Bi MNFs could be useful for

micron/nano scale polarization maintaining transmission and phase-sensitive

interferometric sensors.

2.2 Basic theory of MNFs

The basic theory for MNFs have already been well developed [1]. The MNF is

assumed to have a circular cross-section, and a step index profile as shown in Fig.

2.1,
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Fig. 2.1 The refractive index profile of MNFs.
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where a is the radius of the MNF, n1 is the refractive index of the MNF, and n2 is

the refractive index of the air. Here, the cladding is assumed to be the infinite air clad.

Under the assumption that the MNF is non-dissipative and source free, the electric

(or magnetic) field of the MNF satisfies the Helmholtz equations,
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where k=2π/λ, and β is the propagation constant. The eigenvalue Eq. (2.2) is

expressed as follows,
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where vJ is the Bessel function of the first kind, vK is the modified Bessel

function of the second kind, and 2/122
1
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2 )( nkaW   .

Through numerical calculation, the propagation constants β at different

diameters D of MNF are obtained, as illustrated in Fig. 2.2.
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Fig. 2.2 The propagation constants of the MNF of different diameters at

wavelength of 633 nm [1]. Solid line: the fundamental mode. Dot lines: the high

order modes. Dash line: cut-off frequency.

The single mode condition for MNF is similar with the conventional SMF, and is

determined by the normalized frequency,

2
2

2
1

2 nnaVc 



(2.4)

where a is the radius of the MNF, λ is the guide light wavelength, and n1, n2 are the

refractive index of the MNF and air cladding, respectively. If the cV <2.405, the

MNF only supports the fundamental mode. As shown in Fig. 2.2, the MNFs with a

diameter of less than 475nm are single mode at wavelength 633nm. In the case of

silica MNFs, the single mode condition can be approximately expressed as D/λ<0.73,

if the refractive index of the silica is considered as 1.45.

Since the MNFs have been widely used as the evanescent sensors, the fraction of

the modal power inside and outside the MNF is an important issue. From the

eigenvalue Eq. (2.2), we can derive the exact value.
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If electromagnetic fields are expressed as,
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When 0<r<a, the expressions of the electric fields inside the core are,
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When a<r<∞, the expressions are,
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The expressions of the magnetic field can be found in the [2]. Then the

z-component of Poynting vectors Sz which stands for the z-direction power flow in

the fiber, can be derived through the following formula,
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The Sz in the core (0<r<a),
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in the air (a<r<∞),
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From above expressions, the fraction of the power in the MNF can be expressed

as,
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where, rdrπdA  , and a is the MNF radius. In Ref [1], both the power

distribution and the η were calculated.

Fig. 2.3 (a) The power distribution in the MNF with a diameter of 200nm at

600nm. (b) The fraction of power in the MNF at different diameters at

600nm [1].

As shown in Fig. 2.3, the fraction of power outside the MNF η increases with the

decrease of the MNF diameter. As a result, MNFs with smaller diameters may
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enhance the sensitivity of MNF based evanescent sensors.

Theoretically, the existence of the fundamental mode is independent of the MNF

thickness. However, studies show that the loss of the MNF will limit the radius of

MNFs. If the radius decreases to a considerably smaller value, the loss mainly

caused by the input and output loss at the adiabatically tapered region increases

greatly. For a MNF taper with a waist diameter greatly smaller than the wavelength

of the guide light, the radiation loss is estimated to be [3],
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where, P is the radiation loss, L is the characteristic length of the taper MNF, a∞ and

a0 are the taper radii at the MNF ends and at the MNF center, respectively. From the

formula (2.12), the loss is approximately inversely double-exponentially dependent

on the radius of the MNF waist radius. As a result, an appropriate diameter is

important for designing an evanescent sensor with both high sensitivity and low loss.

2.3 Hi-Bi MNFs

The most common types of polarization maintaining (PM) fibers are shown in Fig.

1.6, named PANDA fiber [4] and bow-tie fiber [5], respectively, according to their

appearance, the birefringence of these fibers is induced by the stress rod.

Alternatively, Hi-Bi operation can also be achieved by asymmetric waveguide

geometry, and the elliptical core fibers are a typical representative of this type [6, 7].

Owing to the flexibility of structure and the feasibility of fabrication, PCF can

generate a Hi-Bi with an asymmetric design [8, 9] and an elliptical core [10], as

shown in Fig. 2.4. In this paper, the high birefringence is achieved by the asymmetric

waveguide geometry of an elliptical shape cross-section [11].
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2.3.1 Elliptical optical MNF

Fig.2.4 (a) The three layer model of air-cladding elliptical MNF [11] (b)

Elliptical coordinate system

Fig. 2.4 (a) [11] shows a theoretical model used to study the properties of such

air-cladding Hi-Bi MNFs. The model comprises three layers or regions: an infinite

air-cladding, an elliptical core made predominantly of silica with a tiny circular

Ge-doped center region. The key waveguide parameters of the fiber are semi-major

axis “a” and semi-minor axis “b”. The diameter of the Ge-doped region is very small

and can be estimated by D≈(8.3 /125)*2a.

The mode property of a MNF can be studied readily by solving the Maxwell

equations for a uniform, elliptical symmetric multilayer dielectric waveguide. Either

a two-layer (i.e, a elliptical silica rod with an infinite air clad) or a three-layer (a
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Ge-doped central region, a silica elliptical region and an infinite air clad) step-index

model may be used. For the MNFs interested in this paper, the Ge-doped region has

a diameter of ~0.4 μm or less and a refractive index ~0.36% higher than that of fused

silica. In the following, the three-layer elliptical model is adopted to investigate the

modal characteristics of the Hi-Bi MNFs with the finite element method.

Fig. 2.4 (b) shows the elliptical coordinate, the radial  coordinate describes a

set of confocal ellipses and the  animuth coordinate a set of hyperbolae

orthogonal to the ellipses. The axial coordinate, in the direction of propagation, is z.

The elliptical coordinates  ,  , and z relate to the Cartesian coordinates x, y, and z

as

 coscoshqx  (2.13a)

 coscoshqy  (2.13b)

zz  (2.13c)

Defining the core boundary by 0  , the semi-major and semi-minor axes of

the core ellipse are 0coshqa  ; 0sinhqb  .

The eccentricity e is
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The wave equations in elliptical coordinates are
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Fig. 2.5 Calculated intensity profiles and electric field directions (black arrows) of

the two polarization eigenmodes of the MNFs at 1550 nm.

Although an elliptical dielectric waveguide may processes an analytic solution,

the eigenvalue equations for various modes are no longer defined special function

equations as in the circular dielectric boundary, but a sets of infinite homogenous

algebraic equations [12, 13]. In addition, no single order analytic special function

representing a single modal field can be found for those boundary conditions, even

for a weakly guiding elliptical fibers [12, 14]. In this paper, the waveguide property

of the air-cladding elliptical MNFs is numerically investigated by use of a full vector

finite-element method (FEM). The Hi-Bi MNFs are numerically modeled with the

following parameters: b/a=0.5 and 2a~1.4μm, b/a=0.9 and 2a~1.4μm. The fast/slow

fiber mode has an electric field oriented along the minor/major axis of the core as

shown in Fig. 2.5. The fraction of the total power carried in the core is often called

the modal confinement and is represented by equation (2.16), and can be described
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where  is the normalized constant, equals to effective refractive index, and g

is normalized group velocity, equal to group refractive index. The oHE11 mode with

the better “binding geometry” has the greater fraction of the power in the core.

Fig.2.6 Effective indexes of lower-order modes as functions of normalized

fiber diameter ( /2*2 ba ) for b/a=0.5 (a) and b/a=0.9 (b) [11].
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Fig. 2.6 (a) and (b) [11] show respectively the effective refractive indices of the

lower order modes as functions of normalized fiber diameter ba 2*2 for MNFs

with b/a=0.5 and b/a=0.9, respectively. When the normalized diameter is reduced to

a certain value as denoted as the vertical dotted line in Figs. 2.6 (a) and 2.6 (b), the

MNF can just support single mode which has two non-degenerated HE11 (oHE11

and eHE11) modes. The cut-off condition in elliptical MNFs depends on the

ellipticity of the fiber; for example, ~ 0.65 for b/a=0.5 (Fig. 2.6 (a)) and ~0.72 for

b/a=0.9 (Fig. 2.5 (b)).

Fig. 2.7 Cut off condition as a function of ellipticity (b/a)

Through a series of numerical calculations, for 0.5<b/a<1, the higher order

modes cut-off condition of the air-cladding elliptical MNFs can be fitted to the

following polynomial, as shown in Fig. 2.7
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2.3.2 Birefringence

One of the most important characteristics of elliptically cored fiber is its ability

to preserve the polarization of a guided wave by the decoupling of the propagation

constants of the fast mode and slow mode of HE11 mode, known as the birefringence,

and defined as the difference between the normalized propagation constant,

fs   .

Ramaswamy et al. [15] adapted Marcatili’s calculations for rectangular

waveguide [16] to give the birefringence:
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Schlosser [17], using a more sophisticated analysis, has
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Marcuse [18] has the approximation
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Snyder and Young [19] use another approximation to give
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All these approximations use the normalized birefringence term
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which can be arranged in the form
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Where

22 wuVb  (2.26)

The birefringence  is then seen to be proportional to  2n . For a traditional

elliptical core fiber comprising a Ge-doped core and silica cladding, the

core-cladding index difference n is typically less than 0.04. If the silica cladding

were replaced by air, which has an index difference of ~0.45 from the doped silica

core, the birefringence of the fiber with the same core-size and shape would have a

much larger birefringence.

In ref [11], the birefringent properties of Hi-Bi MNFs are given by the

difference of refractive index of the two polarized mode, fs nnB  . From Fig. 2.6

(a) and 2.6 (b), it is found that the birefringence raises with increasing ellipticity.

More detailed information about birefringence in these elliptical MNFs is shown in

Fig. 2.8. The birefringence as a function of normalized fiber diameter /2*2 ba

with different ellipticity (b/a from 0.9 to 0.5) is shown in Fig. 2.8 (a) (the X and the

left-Y axes), while the maximum birefringence maxB as a function of b/a is shown
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in the Fig. 2.8 (b). The birefringence of these air-clad elliptical MNFs is very high

even with a small ellipticity and is increasing dramatically with an increase of

ellipticity. The maximum birefringence max B is ~ 0.054 for a MNF with b/a=0.5

and ~0.01 for a MNF with b/a=0.9. From the results in Fig. 2.8 (a), the condition for

maximum birefringence may be approximated by:

6.0~2*2

ba (2.27)

Eq. (2.25) shows that to achieve the highest birefringence the dimension of

MNF (semi-major axis “a” and semi-major axis “b”) should be down to the

sub-wavelength scale. Furthermore, from Fig. 2.7 (b), the relationship between max

B and b/a may be fitted to the following polynomial:

13053.0*17444.0*043946.0
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The higher order modes cut-off or single mode condition is also indicated in Fig.

2.7(a) by the“ ” line corresponding to X and right-Y axes. The left side of this line

is the single mode operation region in which only the two orthogonal polarizations of

the fundamental mode are guided by the fiber. It is obvious that the maximum

birefringence for a Hi-Bi MNF with a b/a of from 0.5 to 1 always occur in the single

mode region. This property is important for Hi-Bi MNF design, since the maximum

possible birefringence and single mode operation can be achieved at the same time.
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Fig.2.8 (a) Birefringence as a function of normalized fiber diameter

/2*2 ba for elliptical MNFs with various b/a from 0.9 to 0.5 (left y-axis).

The “+” line (right y-axis) is the higher modes cut-off line; the left side of

this line is the single mode region. (b) Maximum birefringence in elliptical

MNFs as a function of b/a. [11] The data represented by red points are

obtained from Fig. 2.7 (a), and the data of the blue line are calculated

according to the Eq. (2.26)
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Fig. 2.9 Birefringence as a function of optical wavelength for various fiber

dimensions and ellipticities. (a) b/a=0.5, a from 0.4 to 0.8 μm; (b) b/a=0.9, a

from 0.4 to 0.8 μm; (c) b/a=0.5, a from 1 to 3 μm; and (d) b/a=0.9, a from 1

to 3 μm.

Fig. 2.9 shows the variations of birefringence as functions of optical wavelength

for MNFs with various diameters from 0.2μm to 5μm. Fig. 2.9 (a) and 2.9 (c) are for

b/a=0.5, while Fig. 2.9 (b) and 2.9 (d) are for b/a=0.9. As illustrated in Fig. 2.9 (a)

and 2.9 (b), the peak of the birefringence-λ curve shifts to longer wavelength and

becomes broader when the semi-major axis a is increased from 0.4 to 0.8μm, while

the maximum birefringence Bmax remains at a constant level for a fixed b/a ratio.

This means that the maximum birefringence Bmax is independent of the value of a,

but strongly depend on the ellipticity or b/a ratio as shown in Fig. 2.8 and 2.9. The

results shown in Fig. 2.9 (a) and 2.9 (b) also confirm that the wavelength

corresponding to maximum birefringence Bmax can indeed be estimated by Eq. (2.25).
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For example, for a MNF with b/a=0.5 and a=0.6 μm, the peak birefringence

wavelength may be estimated to be 41.16.0/5.0*2*2  ba μm, and this

prediction clearly agrees with the peak wavelength obtained from the Fig. 2.9 (a).

When the fiber dimension is beyond a~1μm, the birefringence in wavelength range

of below 2 μm decreases dramatically as shown in Fig. 2.9 (c) and 2.9 (d). This is

because the peak birefringence wavelength has shifted to a much longer wavelength

as predicted by Eq. (2.5). In addition, the MNF will become multi-modes for a

larger fiber size beyond the critical value as predicted by Eq. (2.16).

2.4 Fabrication

In our lab, air-clad Hi-Bi MNFs with wavelength and sub-wavelength scales

diameters are fabricated from a standard telecommunication fiber (SMF-28) through

a two-step process: firstly, the SMF-28 fiber is “pre-processed” by “cutting away”

parts of the silica on opposite sides of the cladding with a femtosecond infrared (IR)

laser; and then the “processed” SMFs are taper-drawn to wavelength and

sub-wavelength scale with a commercial coupler fabrication rig. We show

theoretically that phase and group birefringence of the order of 10-2 can be achieved

with such air-clad Hi-Bi MNFs. At the same time, another technique to fabricate

Hi-Bi MNF was proposed by using a rectangular silica fiber [20, 21], which is drawn

from a rectangular preform, also tapered down to wavelength and sub-wavelength

scales to generate birefringence with rectangular cross-section after being spliced

with SMFs. These two structure induced the highly birefringence by the asymmetric

geometry, and the technique in our lab shows more flexible to design the Hi-Bi

MNFs.
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2.4.1 Femtosecond laser micromachining technique

Laser machining is a process that uses a focused optical light beam to selectively

remove materials from a substrate to create a desired feature on or internal to the

substrate. Compared with conventional mechanical machining techniques, laser

assisted machining exhibits advantages of non-contact, good machining quality, high

flexibility and easiness of automation. However, conventional laser machining, cw

or pulsed, can’t create micron-sized structures because linear optical absorption of

the materials often leads to heat deposition, and micro-cracks and small collateral

damage to the surrounding is unavoidable.

Fig 2.10 Fs laser inscribed (a) micro-channel (b) micro-slot [22, 23]. (c) Fs laser

inscribed FPI in SMF[24-27]. (d) Fs laser 3D micro-machined cantilever on fiber

tip [28].

The generation of femtosecond (fs) laser is the greatest breakthrough in the field
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of laser technique, and femtosecond laser micromachining is a rapidly advancing

area of ultrashort laser applications. It utilizes the ultrashort laser pulse properties to

achieve an unprecedented degree of control in sculpting the desired microstructures

internal to the materials without collateral damage to the surroundings, which has

been widely used in fiber post-processing, including hole drilling [22], line cleaving

[23], engraving [24-27] and 3D micro-machining processing [28], attributed to its

advantages of fast temporal resolution, high pulse repetition rate and high peak

intensity. With the maturation of the commercialized fs laser system, the fs laser

micro-machining has also been employed intensively in material operation.

Compared with CW or long pulse duration lasers, the fs laser has initiated many new

machining fields, such as high precision, small destruction, spatial 3 dimensional

(3D) internal Processing. In general, the fs laser machining has the following novel

properties [29]:

(1) Small machining dimension. The transverse dimension of laser focus spot

and thus the machining result is always larger than the laser wavelength due to the

diffraction limit which the fs laser also obeys. However, due to the ultrahigh pulse

peak power of fs laser, the normally involved nonlinear absorption of photon energy

will result in the material damage being strongly dependent on the laser energy and

its spatial intensity distribution. The fs laser normally has a spatial Gaussian

distribution, which has its strongest intensity at the focus spot center and quickly

decreases along the focus spot radius. Therefore, through precisely adjusting the

pulse energy when only the laser power intensity at the focus spot center could

achieve the material damage threshold, one can obtain a sub-micro machining

dimension, which is much smaller than the entire focus spot size. For example,

periodical structures with nm scale can be fabricated on SU-8 material through a

two-photon absorption process [30].

(2) Less thermal effect during the laser operation process. The ultrahigh pulse
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peak power and ultrashort pulse duration enable fs laser to interact with materials

with little energy diffusion. This can help to eliminate the usually involved defects in

laser machining such as material melting, thermal diffusion and shockwave.

Moreover, the emitted ions have the same charge polarity as the electron plasma

generated, which prevents re-contamination of the machining surface. Therefore, the

fs laser machined surface has a much smoother morphology compared with that

machined by long pulse duration lasers [31].

(3) Capability of internal 3D machining of transparent materials. Since

transparent materials do not linearly absorb the fs laser energy, the laser energy could

transmit to the internal focus point with little loss. Therefore, by carefully adjusting

the laser energy, internal machining of transparent materials could be achieved while

leaving the surface unaffected [32].

(4) Diversity of machining materials and low energy assumption. Due to the

different absorption process of fs laser energy, the materials under operation have

deterministic threshold energy. The ablation of material strongly depends on the laser

pulse energy. Laser energy absorption and ablation threshold energy only depend on

the atom properties of the material, which has nothing to do with the free carrier

concentration in the material. Therefore, an fs laser with ultrashort pulse duration

and enough pulse energy can machine any kinds of materials, such as silica,

ceramics, semiconductors, polymers, biological tissues [30-33].

2.4.2 Fabrication of Hi-Bi MNF

Air-cladding Hi-Bi MNFs are fabricated from a commercial SMF-28 (outer

diameter D~125μm, core diameter d~8.2μm, ∆n ~ 0.36%) by following a two-step

process [11]: firstly, the SMF-28 fiber is “processed” by “cutting away” parts of the

silica on opposite sides of SMF cladding with a femtosecond IR laser, resulting in an

approximately square-like cross-section as depicted in Figs. 2.11 (b) and 2.11 (c);
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then, the “processed” SMF is taper-drawn to wavelength or sub-wavelength scale by

using a commercial optical fiber coupler fabrication rig. The cross-sectional shape of

the “processed” region was found to retain its square-like shape during the initial

taper-drawn process and eventually turned to an approximately elliptical shape when

the fiber diameter was drawn down to sub-wavelength dimensions.

Fig. 2.11 (a) Schematic of the femtosecond IR laser system for SMF
“pre-processing”. The femtosecond laser scanning routing is shown in the
magnified inset. (b), (c) and (d) Microscope image of the idealized
“pre-processed” SMF section from which a Hi-Bi MNF may be taper-drawn.

Fig. 2.11 (a) shows the schematic of the femtosecond IR laser setup for
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“pre-processing” of SMFs. Laser pulses with wavelength of 800nm, duration of 120

fs, and a repetition rate of 1 kHz are produced by a Ti: sapphire laser. The laser beam

is focused onto the SMF by a microscope objective (×10), and the focal spot size is

~3μm. With the assistance of an optical microscope, the laser focal position is

monitored and displayed on a LCD monitor, through which the location of the focal

point can be accurately adjusted via a computer controlled translation stage.

Fig. 2.12 (a) and (b): SEM images of elliptical Hi-Bi MNFs whose diameters are

on the order of ~1μm, which are taper-drawn from the “processed” SMF [11].

The SMF is mounted on a computer-controlled three-axis translation stage with

a tuning resolution of 100nm. The laser pulses with an irradiation intensity of ~20

J/cm2 are focused onto the one side of the SMF cladding and moved along a

pre-programmed track with a speed of 10 μm/s. The detailed routing of femtosecond

laser scanning is shown in the magnified inset in Fig. 2.11 (a). Firstly, the focused

laser beam scans longitudinally from left to right along the outer-most surface of the

fiber for a length of L, then the laser beam moves transversely toward the center of

the fiber by a step of ~3μm to perform another longitudinal scanning from right to

left. This process is repeated for N times to produce, on one side of the fiber, a

square-shaped groove with depth of d (~ N*3μm) and a length of L as shown in the

Fig. 2.11 (b). By following the same routine, a similar groove is created on the

opposite side of the fiber. The section of the SMF after “processing” should have a

shape similar to that shown in the Figs. 2.11 (b) and (c), and the square-like
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cross-section is shown in Figs. 2.11 (d).The depth of “processed” part “d” can be as

small as 15μm to produce MNFs with a sufficiently large birefringence [11].

The “processed” SMF samples are taper-drawn to wavelength or

sub-wavelength scale by use of a commercial optical fiber coupler fabrication rig.

The SMF is heated and soften by a hydrogen flame which covers about ~8mm length

of fiber, much bigger than the length of pre-processed fiber section. The flame is

scanning along the fiber back and forth with a scan length of l and a velocity of Vf,

while the two translation stages move in the opposite direction with the same

velocity Vs. The fiber could be pulled and tapered adiabatically into a MNF with

diameter about hundreds nanometers or several micrometers. With proper fabrication

parameters, non-circular MNFs with diameter from below one to several

micrometers can be fabricated. Figs 2.12 (a) and (b) show the scanning electron

microscope (SEM) images of elliptical Hi-Bi MNFs with wavelength and

sub-wavelength dimensions. In our experiment, the MNF was fabricated by the

flame-assisted taper drawing device. An MNF with a diameter down to ~1 µm with

relative low loss has already been produced by this method and with a taper length of

up to 5 cm [11].

2.5 Summary

Highly birefringent (Hi-Bi) air-clad silica MNFs with wavelength and

sub-wavelength scale transverse dimensions are studied theoretically and

experimentally. Hi-Bi MNFs are taper-drawn from the standard SMF-28 that are

“pre-processed” by “cutting-away” parts of the silica cladding on opposite sides of

the fiber with a femtosecond infrared laser. Such Hi-Bi MNFs have approximately

elliptical cross-sections and are approximated by a three-layer model comprising a

small central Ge-doped region surrounded by an elliptical silica region and

air-cladding. Theoretical modeling shows that phase birefringence of the order 10-2
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can be achieved with such air-cladding Hi-Bi MNFs. Empirical formulas that relate

the higher order mode cutoff and the maximum birefringence with ellipticity, and

that determine the peak birefringence wavelength for a given fiber dimension are

obtained. These results will be important for the design of Hi-Bi MNFs with desired

properties.
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Chapter 3

Sagnac loop interferometers based on Hi-Bi
MNFs for comb filters

3.1 Introduction

Sagnac loop interferometer based on the Hi-Bi fiber has been investigated

extensively in both theory and experiment because of their wide applications in

many fields such as fiber optic gyros, fiber lasers and fiber sensors [1-6]. This is

attributed to their advantages such as low cost, low loss, simple construction and

polarization independence [7, 8]. As filters, they are key components in the

processing of microwave and optical signals, as well as the wavelength division

multiplexing communications with high stability and very good tunable

characteristics. In this chapter, the basic theory of the fiber Sagnac loop

interferometer based on the Jones matrix method is given in details, the transmission

and reflection spectra characteristics of the Sagnac loop interferometer system is

studied with theory and numerical simulations, and the Sagnac loop interferometer

systems are used to measure the group birefringence of the fabricated Hi-Bi MNFs to

verify the Hi-Bi MNF models and from compact comb filters.

3.2 Operation principle

The Sagnac loop interferometer [9] was designed based on the Sagnac effect

which was firstly proposed by G. Sagnac in 1913. The basic configuration of Sagnac
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loop interferometer with one sections of Hi-Bi fiber is schematically shown in Fig.

3.1. It is a Sagnac loop interferometer comprising of a polarization controller, one

section of Hi-Bi Fibers, and a SMF 3-dB directional coupler. The incident light is

launched into the 3 dB coupler at the input port and split into c1ockwise- and

counterclockwise-beams by the 3 dB coupler. The two beams pass through

polarization controller and the Hi-Bi fibers from opposite directions and the

transmitted and the reflected outputs are denoted as “T” and “R”. The fiber

birefringence and the position of the cross-splicing point with respect to the middle

of the loop determine the channel separation of this interferometer [10].

Fig. 3.1 Single section high birefringence fiber Sagnac loop interferometer

Let a linearly polarized light beam with azimuth angle of θ respect to the x axis is

launched into port 1 of the coupler (E1≠0 E2=0), which is split into two waves (E3, E4)

described by
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where κ is the coupled ratio. Being a transverse wave, the electric field vector

must lie in the xy plane, and neglect the polarization converter effect of coupler, E3

and E4 can be decomposed into x and y components, given by
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After traveling through the polarization controller,the polarization of the beam

can be characterized as rotated by an angle of 1 and the electric field E31 in the

clockwise direction can be represented as
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After traveling through the Hi-Bi fiber, the beam is phase retarded and the
electric field is expressed as
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where  /2 BL . Let 2 is the angle between the Hi-Bi fiber and the

single mode fiber, the light wave travels through the Hi-Bi fiber to the single mode

fiber, the axis is rotated by the angle 2 , the electrical field of E3 arriving at the port

4 eventually evolve into
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It can be described as
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Assume that the input beam from the other arm of the coupler has the identical

components magnitude. Analogously, the same result for the anti-clockwise

propagating beam can be obtained by using the same algebraic manipulation

    4421
'
4 EMEJRRE acw  (3.9)

where
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After reentering the coupler, the electrical field at the out port are shown as
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The reflected output power at the port 1 and the transmitted output power at the

port 2 can be described separately
2'

1

2'
11 yx EEP  ,

2'
2

2'
22 yx EEP  (3.13)

The light power of the incident beam is
2

1
2

10 yx EEP  (3.14)

The reflectivity and transmission of Sagnac loop interferometer are presented

separately by

01 / PPR  02 / PPT  (3.15)

We can obtained the reflected output and the transmitted output of Sagnac loop

interferometer with Hi-Bi fiber

)]2/(cos)(sin1)[1(4 2
21

2   kkR (3.16a)

)2/(cos)(sin)1(4)21( 2
21

22   kkkT (3.16b)

Eq. 3.16 shows that the reflectivity and transmission as functions of wavelength

depend on the rotation angle of polarization controller and the birefringence and

length of the Hi-Bi fiber, independent of the polarization of the incident light.

Sagnac loop interferometer can be assumed as a device with input polarization

independence.
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3.3 Group birefringence measurement of Hi-Bi MNFs

The two Hi-Bi MNFs samples fabricated in section 2 were connected in to the

Sagnac loop interferometer system the get the transmission spectrums shown in Fig.

3.3, the envelop shape of the interference pattern was observed to result from the 3

dB coupler, the coupled ration of which is a function of wavelength. From the

measured transmission spectrums, the group birefringence can be obtained by using

the following equation[11-14]

LBg

2
0

0
  (3.29)

where



d
dBBBg  (3.30)

Bg is called group birefringence, which includes the wavelength dispersion 0 is a

certain wavelength, both with effective length of ~ 8 mm.

Based on the phase birefringence B of the fiber samples H1 and H2 are

numerically modeled by using the following parameters: (1) H1, b/a=0.72 and

2a~3.4μm; (2) H2, b/a=0.9 and 2a~0.9 μm. Based on the numerical model, the group

birefringence Bg can be calculated with Eq. (3.30). The calculated and the measured

group birefringences agree well with each other for both samples.

Fig. 3.2 Measured transmission spectrums for two Hi-Bi MNF sample H1 and H2
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Fig. 3.3 Group birefringence Bg and phase birefringence B as functions of
wavelength for Hi-Bi MNF sample (a) H1 and (b) H2.

3.4 Comb filters based on Sagnac loop interferometers with

two-stage Hi-Bi MNFs

Optical comb filters as multi-channel filters have been studied intensively for

application in wavelength division multiplexing (WDM) communication systems

[15], and filters with flat-top are particularly attractive for DWDM systems due to

signal fidelity and tolerance of signal wavelength drift. Especially, all-fiber comb

filters based on a Sagnac loop interferometer are popularly used for all-optical signal

processing and multi-wavelength fiber lasers [16-18] due to lower insertion loss and

better performance. A number of techniques for realizing comb filters have been

reported, including polarization-diversity loop configuration [19], Mach-Zehnder

(M-Z) [20] and Fabry-Perot [21] interferometers, photorefactive gratings [22], and a

Sagnac loop interferometer formed by cascading different pieces of fibers placed

inside a fiber loop mirror (Sagnac loop interferometer) [23]. The use of two cascaded

Hi-Bi MNFs instead of a single MNF allows more flexibility in controlling the

transmission/reflection characteristics of the Sagnac loop interferometer. The length

of Hi-Bi MNFs is on the order of centimeters, one or even more two orders of

magnitude shorter than the conventional Hi-Bi fiber-based Sagnac loop
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interferometer devices

We investigate the use of two-stage Hi-Bi MNF-based Sagnac loop

interferometers for tunable comb filters theoretically and experimentally. Two

different configurations were studied. One incorporates a single piece of twisted

Hi-Bi MNF in a Sagnac loop, while the other includes two pieces of Hi-Bi MNFs

cascaded along a fiber with a rotation of their birefringence axes. This work on

MNFs may result in novel applications such as wavelength-scale light transmission

and interconnection which are useful for photonic integration, computing, and

nano-scale sensing.

3.4.1 Numerical modeling

A Sagnac loop interferometer of two-stage hi-bi MNFs is schematically shown in

Fig.1, which includes two Hi-Bi fibers, namely HB1 and HB2, each length of L1 and

L2. This system relies on two hi-bi fibers that are connected together at different

angle of rotation in relation with the birefringence axes. A mathematical model of the

interferometer is constructed on hi-bi fiber segment lengths, rotation angle in the

birefringence axes and the birefringence of the hi-bi fibers.

Fig. 3.5 Schematic diagram of the Sagnac loop interferometer with two-stage

Hi-Bi fibers.

The Sagnac loop interferometer may be theoretically analyzed by the use of the
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Jones Matrix method. With a 3-dB coupler, the Sagnac loop interferometer

functions as a comb filter and the relationship between input and output is described

as:
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In Eq. 3.17  inE denotes the input field, which is a 2D vector． cJ ,  nR θ and

nJ represent respectively the matrix of the fiber coupler, the rotation of

birefringence axes, and the additional phase difference induced by Hi-Bi MNFs.
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where θ represents the angle between the birefringent axes of the two MNFs,

 /2 nnn LB (n=1, 2) is the phase difference generated due to birefringence, L

is the length of the Hi-Bi MNFs, and B is the effective phase birefringence. The

transfer functions at the transmitted and the reflected output is expressed as:
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Next, we study the influence of the polarization controller and the phase

difference induced by Hi-Bi fibers on the output spectrum, which is calculated by the

above equations. When the lengths and the birefringence of the two Hi-Bi are equal,

Equation 3.19 is simplified to:
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Fig. 3.6 Calculated reflection spectra for different γ with L1=L2=2 cm, 302θ

The spectrum characteristics are determined by 





 


 2211cos LnLn . The

transmission spectrum band is not flat but always having a cosine shape, and the
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reflection spectra can realize the flat-top output, as shown in Fig. 3.6. The rotation

angle between the birefringent axes of the two Hi-Bi fibers are set to be 6/ , and

the output spectra with different 31   by adjusting polarization controller are

simulated in Fig. 3.6,  does not change the spacing between the two maximum

wavelength, while change the peak-to-notch ratio and the top flatness of the

reflection spectrum. The peak-to-notch ratio firstly increase and then decrease with

the  increase with the stable rotation angle of 2 , meanwhile the top flatness of

the spectrum becomes worse with the  increase.

Fig. 3.7 Calculated reflection spectra for different angle between the birefringent

axes 2 with L1=L2=2 cm, and  45 .

The transmission spectrum characteristics with different angle between the

birefringent axes is also simulated with  45 , 2 does not change the spacing

between the two maximum wavelength, changing the peak-to-notch ratio and the top

flatness of the reflection spectrum. The optimal peak-to-notch ratio and top flatness

of the reflection spectrum is achieved with  45 and  452 .
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3.4.2 Fabrication and experimental results

In this chapter, we investigate the use of Hi-Bi MNF-based Sagnac loop

interferometers for comb filters [24]. Two different configurations are studied. One

incorporates a single piece of twisted Hi-Bi MNF in a Sagnac loop, while the other

includes two pieces of Hi-Bi MNFs cascaded along a fiber with a rotation of their

birefringence axes, as shown in Fig. 3.8. This work on MNFs may result in novel

applications such as wavelength-scale light transmission and interconnection which

are useful for photonic integration, computing, and nano-scale sensing.

Fig. 3.8 (a) Artistic view of the idealized “processed” one section SMF and (b)

Artistic view of the idealized “processed” SMF section from which cascaded

Hi-Bi MNFs are taper-drawn.

Fig. 3.9 shows the measured transmission spectra of a Sagnac loop

interferometer containing a 2 cm long Hi-Bi elliptical MNF with a diameter of ~2.8

μm for its major axis, the insertion loss of this MNF is less than 0.2 dB. From the

upper curve birefringence of the MNF is estimated to be about 8.5×10-3 [25] (at

wavelength of 1550 nm).
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Fig. 3.9 Transmission spectrum of a Sagnac loop interferometer system with one

section of Hi-Bi MNF

The use of two cascaded MNFs in a Sagnac loop interferometer would allow

more flexibility in the design of comb filters. Fig. 3.10 shows the calculated

reflection spectra for two cascaded MNFs with different parameters. The calculation

is based on Eq. (3.31) and Eq. (3.32) with 3
21 105.8  nn (at wavelength of

1550 nm). For Fig. 3.10 (a), we used L1=L2=1 cm and  6031  , while the angle

between the two Hi-Bi MNFs ( 2 ) was varied from 30° to 75°. Fig. 3.10 (b), L1=L2

=2 cm and  302 were used and 31   was varied from 35° to 80°.
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Fig.3.10 Calculated reflection spectra for (a) L1=L2=1 cm,  6031 θθ , and (b)
L1=L2=2 cm , 302

The calculated results illustrate that for the reflection spectra, 2 and 31  

affect the flatness of the wave top and the peak-to-notch contrast ratio while the

birefringence and the length of Hi-Bi MNFs determines the channel spacing,

indicating comb filters with desired properties may be designed by selecting the

length and birefringence of the MNFs, as well as the angle of rotation of the

birefringent axes.
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Fig. 3.11 (a) Experimental setup to twist one section of Hi-Bi MNFs. (b)

Transmission and reflection spectra

Experiments were conducted with Sagnac loop interferometers containing two

cascaded Hi-Bi MNFs. The first Sagnac loop interferometer used one section 2 cm

long tapered Hi-Bi MNF with a 55° twist angle in the middle, equivalent to two

cascaded 1 cm long MNFs with an angle between the birefringence axes of

 552 .

The cascaded MNF sample was prepared by the following procedure. The 2 cm
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long Hi-Bi MNF is fixed to the middle between two clamps with 12 cm separation

between them, one of the clamps is fixed to a motor-driving rotation stage through

which a 120 degree rotation is applied, as shown in Fig. 3.11 (a). The CO2 laser

beam with a spot size of ~40 μm in diameter is scanned transversely across the fiber

at the middle point between the clamps, resulting in local heating of the fiber and

inducing a permanent twist of the fiber at the mid-point with a twist angle ~55°. The

average power of CO2 laser was set to 0.015 W, which is sufficient to induce a

permanent twist but with little deformation on the surface of the MNF. The loss due

to twist was found to be ~0.2 dB.

The transmission and reflection spectra of this Sagnac loop interferometer are

shown in Fig. 3.12, which agrees well with the calculated spectrum for  6031 

and  552 . The comb filter has channel spacing of ~32 nm and peak-to-notch

contrast ratio of ~10 dB.

Fig. 3.12 Measured transmission and reflection spectra for a Sagnac loop

interferometer containing two cascaded Hi-Bi MNFs.
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The second Sagnac loop interferometer contains two 2 cm long Hi-Bi MNFs

operated on the same SMF, which is much simple than the first one, and the rotated

angle was induced in the pre-processed SMF shown in Fig. 3.8. The angle between

the birefringent axes is 30 . Fig. 3.12 shows measured transmission and reflection

spectra of the second Sagnac loop interferometer, which is close to the calculated

results for  302 and  6031  .

3.5 Summary

In this chapter, we have analyzed Sagnac loop interferometer based on hi-bi fibers

theoretically with the Jones matrix method to show that reflection and transmission

property of the Sagnac loop interferometer. The Sagnac loop system containing a

single Hi-Bi MNF and two cascaded Hi-Bi MNFs are demonstrated for comb filters.

Compared with Sagnac loop interferometer comb filters based on the conventional

Hi-Bi fibers [26], the current devices need very short length of MNFs and the

transmission/reflection spectra may be designed more flexible. The device could be

useful for optical signal processing and switching, power equalization, and

management for WDM network.
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Chapter 4

Photonic microcells

4.1 Introduction

In this chapter, we report a simple and low cost method for fabricating

encapsulated MNF photonic microcells. The MNFs are made by bi-tapering a

conventional SMFs and suspended along the center area of a capillary tube. The

MNFs are kept straight within the capillary while their SMF pigtails are glued to the

two ends of the capillary. The encapsulation does not change the optical property of

the MNF but the capillary tube protects the MNF from external disturbance and

contamination. Side holes are made on the capillary wall and act as ingress/egress

channels for sample liquids or gases. The photonic microcells of such made are

robust and stable, and can be easily integrated into standard fiber-optic circuits with

low loss, making the MNF-based devices more practical for real-world applications.

To illustrate the potential applications of such photonic microcells, we demonstrated

refractive index (RI) sensors by incorporating an encapsulated Hi-Bi MNF photonic

microcell into a fiber-optic Sagnac loop interferometer and achieved RI sensitivity of

2,024 nm per RI unit (RIU) around RI=1 and 21,231 nm/RIU around RI=1.33. Such

microcells may be used as low loss evanescent-wave-coupled optical absorption,

florescent and gain cells, photoacoustic cells, and so on.

4.2 Experimental setup for encapsulating MNF

The experimental setup for fabricating encapsulated MNF photonic microcells is
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schematically shown in Fig. 4.1. An additional three-axis translation stage with a

tube holder is used to support a capillary tube within which the MNF will be housed.

The SMF is firstly inserted into the capillary mounted on the tube holder and the

SMF tails on the two sides of the capillary are clamped to two fiber holders on the

tapering rig. Before tapering, the position of the capillary is adjusted carefully to

ensure the SMF is located approximately along the central axis of the capillary tube.

The capillary is initially moved away from the central flame-brushing region so that

the MNF taper can be made by the standard taper-draw process. After the tapering

process is completed, the capillary is carefully moved back to cover the tapered

region. The length of the selected capillary is longer than the tapered region so that

the two ends of the capillary can be glued to the SMF pigtails without disturbing the

MNF section. The capillary used in our experiment has inner and outer diameters of

~660 μm and ~900 μm, respectively. To ensure the MNF is suspended along the

central axis of the capillary, two shorter capillaries (~3 mm in length) with inner and

outer diameters of ~300 μm and 500 μm were inserted to the two ends of the larger

capillary and they are fixed together by glue. The SMF and the capillary assembly

was then glued together and the MNF was then encapsulated inside the capillary tube.

Fig. 4.2 shows a sketch, photos and microscope images of a photonic microcell and

the details of the MNF inside the capillary are shown in Fig. 4.2 (c) and 4.2 (d), and

the MNF is straight and suspended along the central axis of the capillary tube.

Fig. 4.1 Experimental setup to insert the MNF into the capillary tube.

During the process of tapering and encapsulation, the transmission spectrum of

the device is monitored by connecting the input and output ends of the SMF,

respectively, to a broadband light source (BLS) and an optical spectrum analyzer
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(OSA). A large transmission loss was observed if the MNF was broken or adhered to

the inner wall of the capillary. A loss of ~0.2 dB was achieved with a photonic

microcell with an encapsulated 5 cm-long and ~1 μm-diameter photonic microcell.

Fig. 4.2 (a) Schematic and (b) photo of a photonic microcell with an

encapsulated MNF; (c-d) microscope images of the photonic microcell: (c) the

external and (d) internal of the capillary end, (e) the MNF inside the capillary.

There have been researches on the method and effect of embedment of

MFs/MF-based devices, most of them encapsulated MFs with some low-loss,

low-refractive-index material.. Although some coatings such as Teflon [1, 2], and

EFORON PC-373 [3] could improve robustness, stability and provide some

protection against degradation, they also brought some challenges, including

complicated and difficult fabrication resulting in low efficience in coating MFs,

encapsulation-induced loss (~2 dB/mm for 900 nm diameter [1] and 0.4 dB/mm for

1000 nm diameter [2] at 1550 nm wavelength for teflon coating), undesirable

changes in light confinement and dispersion [1, 3] due to the high refractive index of

the encapsulant (teflon, n=1.31 and EFORON PC-373, n=1.38), and evanescent
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sensing disability (encapsulation prevented evanescent sensing unless the

encapsulant was thinned to allow the evanescent field to reach the external medium).

Even if the silica aerogel coating [4] has low refractive index (typically 1.01-1.05)

and allows evanescent sensing for gases, however, the brittle aerogel block does not

eliminate changes in optical property and evanescent sensing in liquid of MFs. The

PMCs overcomes the aforementioned limitations, the encapsulation does not change

the optical properties of the MF but provide a miniature container for sample liquids

or gases, avoiding the use of bulky gas or liquid chambers.

4.3 Encapsulated Hi-Bi MNF photonic cells and sensors

Sagnac loop interferometer has been shown to be an attractive device for optical

fiber sensing [5] and possessing many advantages including simple design, ease of

manufacture, high sensitivity and low cost., Besides the gyroscope application [6],

The Sagnac loop interferometer has been used as temperature sensors [7, 8], strain

sensors [9-12] and bio-chemical sensors [13, 14] where two different polarization

modes exhibit different responses to measurands.

Fig. 4.3 Experimental setup for sensing measurement. Insert: Schematic diagram

of the sealed Hi-Bi MNF in a pressure tube.
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With the above described technique, we fabricated photonic microcells with a

Hi-Bi MNF encapsulated inside a silica capillary tube with AB glue. In our

experiments, the depth of cutting away is about 22 μm, and the length is 3mm. The

uniform length of the Hi-Bi MNF we used here is ~ 1 cm and the diameter of the

major axis is ~2.8 μm. The obtained Hi-Bi MNF was inserted in the designed

capillary tube with a length of 5 cm. The MNF was encapsulated inside a silica

capillary with an outer diameter of ~900 μm and two side-holes with a diameter of

~500 μm were made near the two ends of the capillary. Before the start of tapering,

the cut SMF was spliced into a Sagnac loop interferometer, as shown in Fig. 4.3, and

the evolution of loss and birefringence of the MNF was monitored continuously by

observing the transmission spectrum of the interferometer. No variation in the

transmission spectrum was observed before and after encapsulation.

4.3.1 Temperature stability in air

The transmission spectra of the Sagnac loop interferometer with the sealed Hi-Bi

MNF is shown in Fig. 4.4 (the black line), which was preserved well while the MNF

was inserted into the capillary and encapsulated. The transmission spectrum was

monitored when temperature surrounding the Hi-Bi MNF was varied from 25 °C to

100 °C in steps of 25℃ by use of a digitally controlled oven after drilling two holes

with a diameter of 400 μm at the two ends of the capillary with femtosecond laser, as

shown in Fig. 4.4. The measured temperature sensitivity is only 7.72 pm/℃ at 1550

nm in air due to the low thermal-expansion coefficient of the silica fiber, which is

more stable and repeatable, because the capillary tube can avoid the particles which

moves faster resulting from the higher temperature in the air to adhere to the surface

of the MNF. Due to the low sensitivity of the Hi-Bi MNF to temperature, this

sensing system can be effectively applied to other measurements to avoid the

cross-sensitivity.
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Fig. 4.4 (a) Transmission spectra evolution of Sagnac loop interferometer system

with encapsulated Hi-Bi MNF from room temperature (25℃) to 100℃. (b) Dip

wavelength at 1558.23 nm as a function of temperature.
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4.3.2 Gas concentration measurement

Fig. 4.5 (a) Experimental setup for measuring refractive index of gas mixture.

MFC: mass flow controller. (b) Dip wavelength shift as a function of refractive

index around 1 at wavelength 1558 nm. Inset: spectrum evolution.
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The two holes at the end can ensure the pressure stable inside the capillary, this

structure was used to measure the changes in the refractive index of gas mixture.

The capillary with Hi-Bi MNF was placed into a gas chamber, as shown in Fig.4.5

(a), the inlet and outlet of the chamber were open to make the pressure in the

chamber stable, the 100% standard hydrogen gas and nitrogen gas were mixed

with different proportions by varied the flow of the two gas which was controlled by

the digital mass flow controller, then the gas mixture was injected into the gas

chamber. For the small gas chamber, the gas concentration of the small chamber and

the capillary can reach that of the gas mixture in seconds. The refractive index of the

mixture gas can be calculated by [15]

2222 NNHHm nnn   (4.1)

where mn is the refractive index of the mixture and in and iν are the refractive

index and the fraction of component i, respectively.

The experimental process was conducted as follows: firstly, the hydrogen gas was

switched off and the nitrogen gas with a flow rate of 150 sccm (standard cubic

centimeter per minute) was continually injected into the chamber, and the spectrum

was recorded when it became stable. The flow rate of hydrogen gas was then set to

50, 150 and 450 sccm, the evolution of spectra were recorded. Then the flow of

nitrogen gas was set to 0 sccm and only the hydrogen gas was injected into the

chamber, the spectrum was recorded when the chamber was fully filled with

hydrogen. The five recorded spectra correspond, respectively, to (


iν , iν ) = (1,0),

(3/4,1/4), (1/2, 1/2), (1/4, 3/4) and (0,1). Fig. 4 (b) shows the dip wavelength around

1558 nm as a function of the RI of the gas mixture, and the detailed spectra for the

five gas mixtures are shown in the inset of Fig. 4 (b). The dip wavelength shifts to

the longer wavelength with an increasing refractive index and the slope coefficient or

sensitivity is 2024 nm/RIU.
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4.3.3 Gas pressure measurement

As known, the refractive index of gas changes with gas pressure, and the

refractive index sensor was also used to measure nitrogen gas pressure. For the

purpose of applying different gas pressure into the glass tube, only one hole with a

diameter of 200 μm was left at one end of the capillary, and a three port tube was

used to let the gas inject into the caapillary, as shown in the inset in Fig. 4.6. The gas

can be ramped up or down by the gas pump, the experiments were carried out at

room temperature (~25℃). With the changing of the relative gas pressure

surrounding the Hi-Bi MNF, the phase difference (φ) altered due to the refractive

index variation, the peak of wavelength shifted, as shown in inset in Fig. 4.6.

Fig. 4.6 Wavelength of the dip around 1558 nm (at room temperature) as a

function of gas pressure when pressure is varied from 1 bar to 9 bar.

The gas used in this experiment is nitrogen whose refractive index is a function
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of temperature and pressure, and the refractive index at any two conditions of

temperature and pressure can be expressed [16]
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This formula requires pressure P to be in pascals and the temperature T to be in

degrees Kelvin. In our experiments, the temperature was not changed, thus the

refractive index differed by a simple factor of pressure, and the pressure in the tested

pressure tube was changed from 1 bar to 9 bar in steps of 1 bar, corresponding to the

refractive index of air changing from 1.00029 to 1.00262. The test results are shown

in Fig. 5.5, where the interference valley shifts linearly to gas pressure changes, and

the sensitivity of the 599 pm/ bar at the dip of wavelength is around 1558 nm, which

is much higher than that of other optical fiber devices[17, 18], and the corresponding

to refractive index sensitivity of 2285 nm/RIU.

4.3.4 Refractive index measurement

The capillary with two holes open at the two ends was filled with water to explore

its potential application for biosensors. One hole of the capillary was immersed into

water, with the water filling the region between the two holes of the capillary in just

a few seconds via the capillarity, as shown in the inset Fig. 4.7 (a).The refractive

index of water was changed by varying its temperature. The thermo-optic coefficient

of water refractive index is in the order of ~ -1×10-4/℃, and the refractive index of

water may be obtained by use of the look-up table in [19] once the temperature is

known. The temperature sensitivity of the Sagnac loop interferometer with the MNF

in air is only about 0.008 nm/℃ at 1550nm as measured above and is neglected in
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these experiments. Fig. 4.7 (b) shows the wavelength for the dip around 1550 nm

versus the refractive index when the water temperature is varied from 25 to 50℃,

corresponding to the refractive index change from 1.33335 to 1.3301, and the

refractive index sensitivity obtained is ~21,231 nm/RIU.

Fig. 4.7 (a) Measured transmission spectra when temperature is varied from 25 to

50 ℃, inset: the region around hole at the end of the capillarity. (b) Wavelength

of the dip around 1548 nm as a function of refractive index.
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4.3.5 Temperature sensor

Fig. 4.8 (a) Measured transmission spectra when temperature is varied from 30 to

45℃. (b) Dip wavelength as a function of temperature.

The photonic microcell can be cleaned and re-used. By use of a piece of

absorbent paper to cover one of the holes on the capillary wall, the majority of water
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within the microcell can be removed within seconds. The cell was then re-filled with

99.5% propyl alcohol, which was removed by placing the absorbent paper on the

hole. This process was repeated a number times and the microcell left in air for a few

minutes to dry out the alcohol. The transmission spectrum of the Sagnac loop

interferometer was found returned to the initial spectrum shown in Fig. 4.4,

indicating that no water was left within the cell. Then microcell was then filled with

a refractive index oil with n=1.3 and a high thermo-optic coefficient of -3.34×10-4/℃.

The transmission spectra are monitored when temperature surrounding the sealed

Hi-Bi MNF was varied from 30 to 45°C, as shown in Fig. 4.8 (a). In the temperature

range of 30°C–45°C, the refractive index value of refractive index oil was estimated

to change from 1.29833–1.29332, where the Sagnac loop interferometer showed a

high refractive index sensitivity, linear response, and good extinction ratio, as shown

in Fig. 4.8 (b). With temperature augmentation, the refractive index around the Hi-Bi

MNF decreases rapidly, leading to the transmission spectrum blue shift with a

temperature sensitivity of -6.99 nm/°C, corresponding to the refractive index

sensitivity of 20,928 nm/°C.

4.3.6 Results discussion

With a change of the refractive index surrounding the sensing element Hi-Bi

MNF, the phase difference φ alters, the peak of the wavelength will shift, so the

sensitivity S can be express as [20]

λBλB
nBλ

dn
λdS





-

= G
nB 

(4.4)

Eq. (4.4) shows that the sensitivity S is determined by the refractive index induced

birefringence variation nB  and the wavelength-dependent dispersion of

birefringence B , G is group birefringence. For the Hi-Bi elliptical MNF used in
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our experiments, the birefringence decreases with the external refractive index, as

shown in Fig. 4.9 (a), that is nB  <0, and the birefringence does not change

monotonically with the wavelength.

Fig. 4.9 (a) Simulated birefringence as a function of external refractive index and

normalized diameter. (b) Simulated sensitivity as a function of normalized

diameter
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The numerical simulations are given to show the sensitivity for different

dimension of the Hi-Bi MNFs when they are surrounded by gas (when the refractive

index is around 1) and liquid (when the refractive index is around 1.3), as shown in

Fig. 4.9 (b). The sensitivity is enhanced significantly when the group birefringence G

approaches zero. Note that the sensitivity characteristics given in Eq. (4.4) is

calculated for a specific wavelength. Considering a spectral width in an

interferometric dip, the infinite sensitivity can’t be achieved [18].

4.4 Summary

We have demonstrated a simple, effective method for fabricating in-line photonic

microcells with a tapered micro/nano meter-sized core encapsulated within a

capillary tube. This microcell structure proved to be robust, stable, not susceptible to

contamination, and can be integrated into standard fiber optic systems, making

MNFs easier for some practical applications.

With an encapsulated Hi-Bi MNF photonic microcell spliced into a Sagnac loop

interferometer system, we demonstrated gas pressure and refractive index sensors

with a pressure sensitivity of 599 pm/bar and an refractive index sensitivity of 2024

nm/RIU at RI~1. With the same photonic microcell, we also demonstrated liquid

refractive index and temperature sensors and achieved an refractive index sensitivity

of 21231 nm/RIU at RI~1.33 and temperature sensitivity of −6.99 nm/°C with the

refractive index oil of 1.3 filling in the capillary.
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Chapter 5

Long period gratings in Hi-Bi MNFs

5.1 Introduction

The guiding properties of MNFs have been studied and the results show that the thin

silica fibers or wires with diameters from a few hundred nanometers to a couple of

micrometers typically guide a single mode (with two orthogonal polarization states)

or a small number of modes for light wavelength (in air) from 600 nm to 1.5 μm [1],

hence it would be possible to fabricate in-line devices by exploiting the coupling

between the fiber modes. Long period gratings (LPGs) are probably one of the most

important in-line fiber devices that have widespread applications in

telecommunication and sensing, as it possesses a periodical RI modulation along the

fiber length, which couples the light energy from the fundamental mode to the other

co-directional mode and hence creating resonant dips in its transmission spectrum

[2], in this chapter, the long period gratings in Hi-Bi MNFs were investigated.

5.2 Modes in Hi-Bi MNFs

When the circular guide is made elliptical, the modes that are degenerate in the

circular guide become non-degenerate in the elliptical waveguide because the

circular symmetry is broken. According to the appropriate solutions of the wave

equation for the elliptical waveguide [3], all modes on an elliptical dielectric cylinder

are hybrid, for which neither field is purely transverse and there is a component of

both electric and magnetic fields in the direction of propagation. It is therefore
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necessary to use the second system, calling EH or HE and putting the dominant field

first. For instance, as the fundamental HE11 in circular guide splits into the oHE11 and

eHE11 [4]. The same applies to higher order modes. The pattern of the transverse

electric fields and the power density distribution for the first few higher order modes

are shown in Fig. 5.1.

Fig. 5.1 Distribution of transverse electric field for modes in (a) MNF with

circular cross-section, (b) Hi-Bi MNF with elliptical cross-section.
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5.3 Long period gratings in Hi-Bi MNFs

The development of long period gratings (LPGs) has made a significant impact in

optical fiber communication [5] and sensors [6]. Various fabrication techniques, such

as the traditional UV writing technique [2, 5-9], a femtosecond laser writing

technique [10-14], CO2 laser irradiation [15-19], arc discharge [20-23], chemical

etching [24-25], and periodic mechanical stress techniques [26-28] are used to

fabricate LPGs in both the standard telecommunication fibers [6] and

microstructured optical fibers [29-31]. There has been investigations of LPGs on

smaller size optical fibers, including surface-corrugated [32] and CO2 laser-induced

[33] LPGs on fiber taper with diameter from 10-15 μm, and recently, LPGs have

been fabricated in thinner fibers (or MNFs) with a diameter of about a few

micrometers with femtosecond laser[34] and CO2 laser irradiation [35].

The resonant wavelength in the LPG can be obtained through the following

expression [35]:

  ,0, effeff nn  (5.1)

where λ is the resonant wavelength, Λ is the grating pitch, and 0,effn and ,effn are,

respectively, the effective refractive indices of the fundamental and the υ-order mode.

In the case of a Hi-Bi MNF, the resonant wavelengths for which coupling condition

(Eq.(5.1)) is satisfied are different depending on the two principal input polarizations

(two orthogonal polarizations aligned along the principal axes of the Hi-Bi MNF),

the birefringence cause each input polarization corresponding to each axis (slow or

fast axis) have different effective refractive indices of core and high order modes.

This can result in a splitting of wavelength-dependent loss band and cause the

codirectional mode coupling condition to be different at the two principal input

polarizations.
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Fig. 5.2 Effective indexes of lower-order modes as functions of normalized

fiber diameter ( /2*2 ba ) for b/a=0.5 (a) and b/a=0.9 (b)

Fig. 5.2 (a) shows the effective index effn of the modes in air clad silica Hi-Bi

MNFs as a function of a normalized fiber diameter ba 2*2 for MNFs with

b/a=0.5 and b/a=0.9, respectively. It is clear that, when the normalized diameter is
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larger than a certain value as denoted as the vertical dotted line in Fig. 5.2 (a) and (b),

the Hi-Bi MNF is a multi-mode waveguide, which is the diameter of the MNFs used

for fabricating the LPG, the Hi-Bi MNF can support a few modes. Hence, by

introducing a LPG satisfying the phase matching condition given in Eq. (5.1),

resonant mode coupling devices may be implemented.

Fig. 5.3 Phase matching curves for MNFs with different size. (a) and (b)
Coupling between oHE11, eHE11 and eHE01 for b/a=0.5; (a) and (b) Coupling
between oHE11, eHE11 and eHE01 for b/a=0.9.

As can be seen from Fig. 5.2, the refractive index difference between

fundamental and higher-order modes in a Hi-Bi MNF is much larger than that in

conventional SMFs. According to Eq. (5.1), this large index difference will require a

much smaller grating pitch to achieve phase matching. Fig. 5.2 show the phase

matching (Λ-λ) curves of Hi-Bi MNFs with different diameters. The phase matching

conditions between the two polarization states of fundamental mode and the eHE01

mode for the Hi-Bi MNF with a b/a=0.5 and b/a=0.9 are shown in Fig. 5.3.
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5.4 Fabrication of LPGs in Hi-Bi MNFs

LPGs have been fabricated in MNFs by periodically inducing micro-tapers along

the MNF by the use of a focused pulsed CO2-laser in combination with a small

applied longitudinal tensile strain [35], and by periodically modifying the surface

along one side of the fiber with a femtosecond laser [34]. These two methods are

also used to realize mode couplings in wavelength-scale Hi-Bi MNFs.

Fig. 5.4 Phase matching curves for a Hi-Bi MNF with a major-diameter of

2.8 μm and ellipticity of 0.7. (a) Coupling between oHE11 and high-order modes. (b)

Coupling between eHE11 and high order modes.

The Hi-Bi MNFs used in this investigation have a uniform waist of ~1.7 cm in
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length, a major-diameter of ~2.8 μm and an ellipticity of ~0.7. In such a small-size

MNF, the refractive index differences between fundamental and higher-order modes

are much larger than in a standard-sized optical fiber, and the gratings pitch required

to satisfy the phase matching condition are hence much shorter. Fig.5.4 shows the

phase matching (Λ-λ) curves of the Hi-Bi MNF for coupling from the fundamental

to the first few high-order modes. The curves are different for the orthogonal

polarization eigen states.

For the CO2 laser irradiation method [35], the perturbation was induced by the

periodical taper-region. The high-frequency CO2 laser pulses hit repeatedly on the

MNF and induced a local high temperature to soften the silica of the fiber. By

applying a small weight, a small constant longitudinal tensile strain is induced and

the soften region, i.e., the CO2 laser hit region, of the MNF will be drawn slightly,

which creates a micro-taper, shown in Fig. 5.5.

Fig. 5.5 (a) Microscope image showing the periodic micro-tapers along the fiber.

(b) Microscope and (c) SEM images showing the details of micro-taper[35].

The experimental setup is shown in Fig. 5.6, and indicates a high-frequency

pulsed laser that incorporated a computer-controlled beam scanner. A polarizer is
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used to launch linearly polarized light into the fibers. The two SMF pigtails of the

Hi-Bi MNF are, respectively, connected to a Light-Emitting Diode (LED) and an

optical spectrum analyzer (OSA). The CO2 laser is adjusted to the following

parameters: pulses width 2.0 μs, repetition rate 8 kHz, and average power ~0.02W.

This power level is significantly smaller than the one used for LPG fabrication in

normal-sized optical fibers [36, 37]. The CO2 beam is focused to a spot with ~40μm

in diameter and has a ~50μm depth of focus. The size of the focal spot is

considerably larger than the diameter of the MNF. The laser beam advanced along

the fiber in steps with the distance of each step equal to half of the grating period. At

each step, the laser beam scanned across the fiber transversely. A scanning cycle was

completed when the desired number of periods was reached. This procedure is

repeated for N times in order to fabricate a LPG with N-1 periods. The process of

making N successive transverse scans is called one scanning cycle. By controlling

the number of scanning cycles, the depth of the attenuation dip in the transmission

may be controlled. The writing process was computer-controlled and fully automatic

via a computer controlled two-dimensional optical scanner, transversely and

longitudinally as instructed by a preprogrammed routing.

Fig. 5.6 Experimental setup of the CO2 laser system for fabricating LPGs in
Hi-Bi MNFs.

It should be mentioned that the LPGs made with the CO2 laser are higher order

gratings and have grating pitches several times larger than the first order gratings. It
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is difficult to write first order LPGs with such a CO2 laser because that the spot size

of the focused CO2 laser is over 30 μm, which is considerably larger than the grating

pitches required to produce first order gratings.

Fig. 5.7 shows the measured transmitted spectrum of a LPG made in a Hi-Bi

MNF with a diameter of ~2.8 μm. The grating has a pitch of ~150 μm and 16 periods

with the resonance wavelengths for the two polarization modes of 1445.5 and 1575.6

nm, respectively, and the attenuation dip of 12.5 dB and 20 dB, respectively.

Because the spot size of a focused CO2 laser is larger than 30 μm, hence it is difficult

to fabricate an LPG with a pitch smaller than this value, and small pitch in thin fiber

will also induce the modal beat length, in this experiment, the pitch of this Hi-Bi

MNF is designed to be larger than the numerical pitch to realize a higher order

coupling. The obtained grating was encapsulated in the designed capillary tube, and

kept the transmission property well for over one month.

Fig. 5.7 Transmission spectra of LPG written in a Hi-Bi MNF with CO2 laser

irradiation.

The LPG can also be written on the encapsulated Hi-Bi MNFs with a
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femtosecond laser by periodically modifying the surface along one side of the fiber

[34] to achieve the mode coupling, as shown in Fig. 5.8. One pigtail is connected to

a broadband source (BLS) covering a wavelength from 1450 nm to 1650 nm, while

the other pigtail is connected to an optical spectrum analyzer to record the

transmission spectrum during the LPG fabrication process. During LPG fabrication,

a polarizer was used to launch a linearly polarized light beam to the fiber to optimize

the transmission dips.

Fig. 5.8 Schematic of the femtosecond laser system for fabricating LPGs in

MNFs. Inset: (a) Microscope image showing the periodic notches along the fiber.

(b) SEM image showing two adjacent notches. (c) SEM image showing the

details of a notch induced by femtosecond laser pulses .

With the assistance of an optical microscope, the laser focal position can be

monitored and displayed on an LCD monitor, through which the location of the

focal point on the MNF can be accurately adjusted via the computer-controlled

translation stage. The LPG is fabricated by a point-by-point (PBP) process.

Compared with the mask approach [5], the PBP process is more flexible, although

it requires accurate control of the beam position with respect to the fiber.
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Fig. 5.9 (a) Microscope image showing the periodic notches along the
encapsulated MNF. (b) Transmission spectra of LPG written in a Hi-Bi MNF.

The laser pulses with an irradiation intensity of 0.1 J/cm2 are focused on the

center of the upper surface of Hi-Bi MNF with an exposure time of 1s, and the focal

spot is then moved to the next point along the fiber by use of the three-axis

translation stage.The periods of the LPGs in such Hi-Bi MNF are on the order a few

tens of micrometers. A polarizer is used to launch polarized light into the SM pigtail

of the Hi-Bi MNF. Fig. 5.9 shows the transmission spectrum of an LPG fabricated on
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the encapsulated Hi-Bi MNFs with the diameter of the major axis of ~2.8 μm and a

pitch of 20 μm. After inscribing 15 notches, the maximum coupling is realized with

the resonance wavelengths for the two polarization modes of 1532.7 and 1614.2 nm,

respectively, and the corresponding grating strengths of 19.2 and 15.2 dB,

respectively.

5.5 Refractive index sensitivity measurement

A potential application of LPGs made in MNFs is for high sensitivity refractive

index sensing. In [35], a LPG was fabricated on MNFs with a diameter of 6.3 μm

and a refractive index sensitivity of ~1900 nm/RIU around RI=1.32 was achieved.

For the LPG with its transmission spectrum shown in Fig. 5.7 and Fig. 5.9, however

the resonance dips disappeared when it was immersed in water, it is difficult to

achieve the mode coupling conditions when the refractive index of the cladding

surrounded the MNFs changed a lot.

We then fabricated another LPG with a grating pitch of 200 μm by use of the

femtosecond laser, the transmission spectra in air and in water are shown in Fig. 5.10.

The existence of resonant couplings when the LPG is surrounded by a water-like

solution is important for a range of chemical and biological applications. We then

performed a refractive index measurement by varying the refractive index of the

water via temperature. The temperature coefficient of refractive index of water is in

the order of ~ -1×10-4 /℃, and the refractive index of water may be obtained by use

of the look-up table in [38] once the temperature is known. Figure 5.11(a) shows the

changes of transmission spectrum when the water temperature was varied from 22 to

30℃. The resonance wavelength for the dip around 1569 nm versus the refractive

index is shown in Fig. 5.11 (b) and a refractive index sensitivity of ~4623 nm/RIU,

over two times bigger than the value reported in [35], was achieved. The temperature

sensitivity of the LPG in air was measured to be ~8 pm/℃, significantly smaller than
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the contribution of temperature-induced change of water refractive index .

Fig. 5.10 Transmission spectra of a LPG for orthogonal input polarizations. The
grating pitch is 200 μm. (a) in air and (b) in water.
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Fig. 5.11 (a) Measured transmission spectra when refractive index varied from

1.3317 to 1.33226. (b) Wavelength of the dip around 1548 nm as a function of

refractive index.
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5.6 Summary

Coupling between guided modes in Hi-Bi MNFs are realized by fabricating

LPGs along the Hi-Bi MNFs. The LPGs are fabricated by periodically inducing

micro-tapers along the MNFs by use of focused pulsed CO2 laser in combination

with small applied longitudinal tensile strain. We show that a 16-period LPG with

the resonance wavelengths for the fast and slow modes of 1445.5 and 1575.6 nm,

respectively, and the attenuation dip of 12.5 and 20 dB, respectively. The obtained

grating was also encapsulated into the designed capillary tube, and kept the

transmission property well for one month and more. The LPGs are fabricated by

periodically modifying the surface along one side of the fiber with a femtosecond

laser. The periods of the LPGs in such Hi-Bi MNFs are on the order a few tens of

micrometers,a LPG made on the encapsulated Hi-Bi MNFs with the diameter of the

major axis of ~2.8 μm and a pitch of 20 μm. The polarization selected resonant dip

of 19.2 dB and 15.2 dB was achieved with 15 periods corresponding to the resonant

wavelength of 1532.7 and 1614.2 nm, respectively. Such an LPG is predicted with

small temperature sensitivity and is truly a compact device with a grating length on

an order of magnitude of micrometers. High order couplings were achieved by using

these two methods, and a high order LPG made in a MNF with a major axis diameter

of ~2.8 μm diameter and ~0.7 ellipticity with femtosecond laser method

demonstrated a RI sensitivity of ~4623 nm/RIU in water. These LPGs would find

applications in MNF wavelength filters, gain equalizers for MNF amplifiers, and

wavelength-encoded evanescent-wave biosensors.
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Chapter 6

Polarization rocking filters in Hi-Bi MNFs

6.1 Introduction

A polarization rocking filter (PRF) is a special grating which generally couples

between the two polarizations of a fiber which are guided in the core, and which can

be realized by twisting back and forth the principle axis of the polarization

maintaining fiber. The realization of the twist depends on the type of the polarization

maintaining fiber. Permanent twist deformation of Hi-Bi fiber structure [1-3],

changing the photosensitivity [4-6] of the material, or applying acoustic optic

waves[7, 8] into the fiber are all effective. In this chapter, PRF based on the Hi-Bi

MNF was analyzed theoretically and experimentally, and the application of this PRF

as a refractive index sensor was explored.

6.2 Numerical analysis

6.2.1 Principle

A simple case of Šolc filter [9] is considered first as it is straightforward to

understand how the two polarization states can be coupled to each other [10]. Fig.

6.1 (a) shows the stack of half wave plates, Fig. 6.1 (b) denotes the rotation of

principal axis as a function of the length z. In each section of the half wave plate, the

fast and slow waves will have π phase difference in propagation. At each connecting

point, the principal axis is rotated 2θm. The change of the electric field shows that for
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rocking angle amplitude (peak to peak) 2θm, the electric field is rotated 4θm per

period.

Fig. 6.1: Demonstration of Šolc filter. (a) A series of half wave plates are stacked

together alternatively in a periodic way. The Black half wave plates have a

rotation angle of 2θm with respect to the grey ones; (b) Angle function as a

function of z, the grey ones are defined as 0; (c) Electric field decomposition at

each point is designated as A, B, C, D, E and F along the stack [10].

In general, the orthogonal polarization modes of a birefringent medium can be

coupled together by twisting the principal polarization axes forth and back

periodically with distance [9, 11-17]. When the medium is a polarization maintaining

optical fiber, such devices are known as rocking filters. Rocking filters inscribed in

Hi-Bi MNFs are attractive because the birefringence can reach values many times

higher than in conventional Hi‐Bi fiber [1, 4]. This shorter beat-length makes it

possible to fabricate more compact rocking filters for the same operating bandwidth

[11]. Most of the previous researches have concentrated on using rocking filters as

wavelength-selective polarization couplers, which can also act as wavelength filters

when combined with polarizers placed at both input and output ports, for Hi-Bi
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MNFs, it can be function as the basic elements in micro–nano photonics and sensors.

6.2.2 Theory of transmission spectra for rocking filters

The PRFs fabricated with different techniques may have different angular profiles

)(z along the fiber, as shown in Fig. 6.2 [10]. When light propagates along a twist

birefringent medium, the electrical field components along the fast and slow

principle axes of the medium can be represented by the coupled differential

equations [18, 19]:
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where     dzzdz  is the angle profile, and f and s are the propagation

constants of the fast and slow modes of the unperturbed medium. The parameter

   fsfs   ensures that power is strictly conserved, and the stress

induced photoelastic effect is neglected in this thesis. The electrical field can be

described by [10]:
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Fig. 6.2 Examples of rocking angle profiles.

By combining Eq. (6.2) and Eq. (6.1), the evolution of the slowly varying
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amplitude e(z) can be shown as:
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where fs   . Then the transfer matrix M corresponding to propagation from

z to z+L can be written as:

  )(zEMLzE  (6.4)

By dividing the propagation distance L into a large number of thin slices and

evaluating the product of the transfer matrices for each slice, the matrix M can be

described by:

   zmzzmILzmM p
N

i ipp
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)()( (6.5)

where ∆z is the slice width, N is the total number of slices (L=N∆z), and I is the

identity matrix.

Fig. 6.3 Schematic diagram showing the structure of rocking filter

We now investigate rocking filters inscribed in Hi-Bi MNFs in this thesis, as

schematically shown in Fig. 6.3. Coupled mode theory can be used to analyze the

behavior of rocking filters with small twist angles. There have been intensive studies

reporting on coupled mode theory, and this theory has been used to explain the

properties of many kinds of periodic perturbation in fiber structures where two
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modes are coupled to each other. In this subsection, we used coupled mode theory to

describe the PRFs and discuss the properties of the transmission spectra [10].

The electric fields of the two polarization states as a function of propagation

length z can be written as follows [9]:

)exp()( zitizAE fff   (6.6)

)exp()( zitizAE sss   (6.7)

In the equation, )(zAf and )(zAs are the amplitudes of the two polarizations

respectively. Substituting the two equations into Maxwell equations, we can derive

the evolution of the amplitude:
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 is the average coupling coefficient between the two polarization modes and

treated as constant. It is related to the twist embedded in the fiber and is linearly

proportional to the twist angle amplitude when the angle is small.

 represents the phase-mismatch factor between the beat-length BL and

rocking filter period Λ, m=1,2,3,…… . When one polarization (fast axis here) is

launched into the system and converted to the other mode as traveling in the twisted

region with a length L, the coupling ratio can be calculated by solving the above

equation and the solution is as follows
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6.2.3 Bandwidth

One feature of the transmission spectrum is the bandwidth of the spectrum. Here we

derive the analytical expression for the bandwidth of the transmission spectrum.

While first full coupling is realized at resonance, 50% coupling is realized at the

place where 8.02 


 [20]. The expression for bandwidth of the transmission

spectrum is derived as follows.
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The bandwidth of the rocking filter is parabolicly proportional to the resonance

wavelength , and inversely proportional to the device length and group birefringence.

Fig. 6.4 gives the simulation results of the hi-bi MNF with parameter mentioned in

proceeding chapter. For Fig. 6.4 (a), the pitch of the rocking filter is 240 m , and the

coupled ratio of maximum 1 can be achieved at the same resonant wavelength for

different device lengths. The bandwidth is increased as the length decrease. Fig. 6.4

(b) gives the bandwidth as a function of the device length. The fitted curve with a

function of xay / is consistent with the theory value, indicating that the

bandwidth is inversely proportional to the length, which agrees well with the theory

analysis.

Fig. 6.4 (a) Transmission spectrums for different device length; (b) Bandwidth as

a function of length.

The relationship between the resonant wavelength and bandwidth is also studied.

The MNFs used in this simulation has the same parameters of the sample H2. These

rocking filters have the same device length whereas different pitches and different

numbers of periods. The transmission spectra of the rocking filters with different

resonant wavelengths are shown in Fig. 6.5 (a). The bandwidth increases when the

resonant wavelength is shifted to the longer wavelength and follows a parabola

approximation as shown in Fig. 6.5 (b). The black line is the result of the theory
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simulation, and the red line is a parabola fitted curve. In conclusion, the simulation

studies verify the relationship between the bandwidth and the device length and the

resonant wavelength.

Fig. 6.5 (a) Transmission spectra for different resonant wavelength. (b)

Bandwidth as a function of resonant wavelength.
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6.2.4 Resonance wavelength and coupling

Fig. 6.6 shows the calculated pitches as functions of wavelength for mode coupling

between the two polarization modes.

Fig. 6.6 Phase matching curves for for various fiber dimensions and ellipticities.

(a) b/a=0.5, a from 0.4 to 0.8μm; (b) b/a=0.9, a from 0.4 to 0.8μm; (c) b/a=0.5, a

from 1 to 3 μm; (b) b/a=0.9, a from 1 to 3 μm.

It is obvious that 100% coupling is only possible when phase-matching

condition is satisfied, for the first order coupling that is

  02





 fs (6.14)
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where resonance wavelength λ is the optical wavelength at which the

phase-matching condition is satisfied, Λ is the pitch, and seffn , and feffn , are

respectively the effective refractive indices of the fast and slow modes.

Fig. 6.7 shows the coupled ratio as a function of wavelength with different pitch

for the Hi-Bi MNFs which has the ellipticities of 0.5 with a=0.4 μm and rocking

angle 1 . From the figure, we can see that changing the rocking filter period can

be used to tune the resonant wavelength in a rocking filter device. At resonance, the

power of two polarizations is exchanged between the two polarization states. The

first full coupling is realized when 2 L . Coupling is due to the beat between

two polarization states, and the beat length determines the length with which full

coupling is needed.

Fig. 6.7 Transmission spectra of the rocking filter in MNFs with various pitches
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6.3 Experimental setup for fabricating rocking fibers

PRFs have been fabricated by various techniques, in this dissertation, we use

CO2 laser to induce permanent periodic twist along the fiber. The experimental setup

for rocking filter fabrication is shown in Fig. 6.8. A piece of fiber is fixed to two

clamps with 12 cm separation between them, one of the clamps is fixed to a

motor-driving rotation stage through which twist can be applied to the fiber.

Permanent twist can be induced at particular locations along the fiber by heating up

the twisted fiber with a CO2 laser beam. The focused beam can be scanned, via a

computer controlled two-dimensional optical scanner, transversely and

longitudinally as instructed by a preprogrammed routing.

Fig. 6.8 Experimental setup for fabricating rocking fibers.

The fabrication process of the rocking filter may be described as follows: the

rotatable motor-driven clamp is firstly rotated by θ, the CO2 laser beam is then

scanned transversely across the fiber, resulting in local heating of the fiber and

inducing a permanent twist of the fiber at the heated section. After the fiber is

naturally cooled down, the clamp is rotated back by the same angle and the CO2

laser beam moves longitudinally by a half of the grating pitch (i.e., 2/ ) along the

fiber and performs another transverse scan to produce another permanent twist. This

procedure is repeated for 2N+1 times to produce an R-LPG with N periods and a
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period of Λ. During the fabrication process, the motor rotates back and forth while

the CO2 laser moves along the fiber, there was no hysteresis observed for up to 50

periods. The limitations for the length of the fiber is 15 cm, the period is usually

roughly several micrometers, the rocking angle can be quite large as there is no

limitation for the rotary motor rotation angle. The rotary motor are from Newport

and the precision of the instruments is 0.02° second, and can rotate back and forth

automatically controlled by a Labview program, as shown in Fig. 6.9. During the

fabrication process, the fiber chuck is fixed at the right position and kept straight.

Fig. 6.9 Front panel of the rocking filter fabrication LabVIEW controlling

program.

6.4 Fabrication rocking gratings in single mode fibers

In order to identify the angle applied to the fiber, the SMFs samples were

initially twisted periodically forth and back, which induced a novel technique to

produce rocking long period gratings [20].

The rocking LPG or R-LPG is made by locally heating a twisted fiber with a

pulsed CO2 laser. Permanent twist is induced in a short length of the fiber defined by
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the spot size of the CO2 laser beam, which results in a rotation of the cross-sectional

plane and induces a large torsion strain. This torsion strain causes changes in the

dielectric permittivity, resulting in the mode coupling [21]. We fabricated a 23-period

R-LPG with a 2 degree rocking angle and 1.3 mm grating pitch and demonstrated a

resonant attenuation of 32.5 dB. The novel R-LPG is found to have a temperature

sensitivity of ~88 pm/°C, a strain sensitivity of -0.08 nm/mε, and insensitive to twist.

Such LPG structures would have potential applications in optical fiber

communication and sensing systems.

6.4.1 Fabrication

A schematic diagram of the experimental setup for fabricating the R-LPG is

shown in Fig. 6.8. A piece of SMF is fixed to two clamps, while the input and output

ends of the SMF are connected respectively to a broadband light source (BLS) and

an optical spectrum analyzer (OSA) to monitor the transmission spectrum.

Permanent twist can be induced at particular locations along the fiber by heating up

the twisted fiber with a CO2 laser beam. The CO2 laser is adjusted to have the

following operational parameters: pulse width 450 μs, repetition rate 10 kHz,

average power ~0.2 W. The laser beam is focused to a spot of ~ 50 μm in diameter.

During each transverse scanning, the CO2 laser pulses hit on the fiber and induce

a local high temperature to soften the glass. A permanent twist is then induced in the

heated region. To show the profile of the R-LPG and measure the effective twist

angle, a straight line was carved, before the start of the fabrication process, on the

surface along the fiber by a femtosecond IR laser. Figs. 6.10 (a)-(c) show a particular

twist profile made by rotating the clamp by 21 degree. This large rotation is

intentionally chosen so that the induced permanent twist is clearly seen by visual

inspection of the fiber under microscope. Smaller rotation angles are actually used

for fabricating LPGs reported in the preceding sections of this paper. A schematic of
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rocking angle as a function of position along the fiber is given in Fig. 6.10 (d). As

shown in Figs. 6.10 (a)-(c), the twist region is about 50 μm long and the separation

between the two twists is 420 μm. The actual twist angle was directly measured from

the microscopic images and found to be about 7 degree, indicating about 1/3 of the

applied rotation is transferred to permanent twists in the CO2 laser heated regions

Fig. 6.10 A R-LPG fabricated in a SMF. (a) and (b) microscope images of the

CO2 laser heated regions, (c) side view of showing one grating period, (d)

schematic diagram showing the rocking angle as a function of the position along

the fiber. The darker line over the fiber core region in (a) to (c) is a maker made

on the surface of the fiber cladding, which helps to visualize the induced twist of

the fiber.

6.4.2 Transmission spectrum

It should be mentioned that the line carved on the fiber surface serves as a marker to

visualize the induced twist along the optical fiber, and this helps us to determine the

effective twist angle induced to the fiber. For the R-LPGs described in the following
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sections, they are fabricated on fibers without any marker carved on the surface. Fig.

6.11 shows the measured transmitted spectrum of a R-LPG made in a SMF with a

grating pitch of 1300 μm and 23 periods. The resonance wavelength is 1531.8 nm.

The extinction at the resonance is -32.5 dB, corresponding to a peak mode

conversion of 99.9%. The insertion loss of the R-LPG is less than ~0.4 dB. The

rotation angle of the clamp is 6 degree, and the effective rocking angle is about 2

degree. The mode intensity profile at 1531.8 nm (the inset in Fig. 6.11) suggests that

the resonance is probably due to coupling to the LP15 mode.

Fig. 6.11 Spectrum of a R-LPG with 2° twist angle and 23 periods .

6.4.3 Theoretical analysis

The mode coupling for the R-LPG may be complex. However, we may intuitively

understand the physics by the following a simplified process. In the CO2 laser

irradiation region, twist induces torsion strain, which results in changes in the

refractive index or the dielectric permittivity [21]. Since the CO2 laser is irradiated

from one side of the fiber, asymmetric change of permittivity occurs in the

cross-section of the CO2 laser irradiated section. The periodic perturbation of the
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permittivity along the fiber, according to the well-known coupled-mode theory,

results in resonant coupling between the fundamental core mode and higher order

cladding modes and forms a LPG.

The perturbation of the dielectric tensor may be written in the form:
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where a and b are respectively the maximum and minimum of the

susceptibility ellipsoid in the CO2 laser irradiated region. a and b are affected
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)(zf is a periodic function of z and takes non-zero value only in the CO2 laser

irradiated region. )(zf may be expressed in terms of a Fourier series:
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The induced change in the dielectric tensor may then be expressed as
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m is related to a , b and mf , which are difficult to quantified since the exact

distribution of permittivity variation are not known.

The coupled-mode equation for the fundamental core mode may be derived as
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where H
iA and V

iA are the field amplitude for the horizontal and vertical polarization

states, respectively.

H H
co clE E = *H H

co clE E dxdy is the field overlap integral of the core and the

cladding modes, mC is a coupling coefficient for m-th order grating. When the twist

angle  is small, the term of 2sin may be neglected, the coupling constant can be

expressed
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Fig. 6.12 Comparison of calculated and measured transmission spectra of a R-LPG .

By use of the mode index and the field distribution of a standard SMF, Cm as

variable fitting parameter, we calculated the transmission of a LPG that couples to

the LP15 mode, the results are shown in Fig. 6.12. The calculated transmission
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spectrum agrees well with the experimental results.

Fig. 6.13 (a) Measured transmission spectra of R-LPGs with different twist

angles, (b) the number of periods required to achieve the strongest coupling as

function of the twist angle.

From Eq. (6.21), it is seen that the twist angle will affected the coupling

constant through 2sin dependence as well as mC , which is also affected by 

through the shear stress-induced perturbation of the permittivity. The larger the twist
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angle, the bigger the induced torsion strain and more change in permittivity. To

verify this point, we applied different angles of twist to the fibers, recorded the

grating spectra (Fig.6.13 (a)) and the number of grating period required to achieve

the strongest coupling to the LP15 mode. The number of the required period

decreases significantly with the increase of the twist angle as shown in Fig. 6.13 (b).

The resonance wavelength shifts slightly toward shorter wavelength with increasing

number of grating periods, agreeing with the observation from conventional LPGs

[22].

6.4.4 Sensing characterization

To compare the sensing characteristics of the R-LPGs with conventional LPGs,

we fabricated a conventional LPG with a similar set of CO2 laser parameters. The

LPG has a period of 650 μm and a length of 29.9 mm (46 periods), the same length

with the R-LPG and same number of CO2 irradiated points. It was found that the

efficiency of writing an LPG is much lower compared with a R-LPG, For the R-LPG,

the CO2 laser only needs to scan across the fiber once (one scanning cycle) and the

resonant dip is more than 30 dB. However, for the conventional LPGs, after one

scanning cycle, the resonant deep is about 0.5 dB. The evolution of the transmission

spectrum of the LPG with increasing number of scanning cycles (1st, 30th, and 70th)

is shown in Fig. 6.14. After 70 cycles, a resonant dip of -18 dB appeared at the same

resonant wavelength of the R-LPG (1529.8 nm). The resonance is also due to

coupling to the LP15 cladding mode.
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Fig.6.14 Spectrum of a R-LPG and the evolution of a conventional LPG with

increasing number of scanning cycles.

6.4.4.1 Temperature measurement

The responses of the R-LPG and the LPG to temperature, longitudinal strain, and

twist were tested experimentally. The temperature test was carried out from room

temperature (23.2 °C) to 100 °C by putting the gratings into a digitally controlled

oven. The variation of transmission spectra of R-LPG is shown in Fig. 6.15 (a). The

resonant wavelength shifts toward longer wavelength and follows an approximately

linear relationship as shown in Fig. 6.15 (b), corresponding to temperature

coefficient of ~ 88 pm/°C, compared with that of ~ 62 pm/°C for the conventional

LPG.
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Fig. 6.15 Spectrum evolution of an R-LPG (a) and dip wavelength shifts with the

temperature (b) from room temperature to 100 °C.

The high temperature responses of the LPG and the R-LPG were also tested with

a higher temperature furnace. Before tests, the two gratings were heated from 23.2 to

800 °C at an average rate of 10 °C/min and pre-annealed at 800 °C for 1 hour. The

transmission spectra of gratings at temperatures from 100 to 800 °C are shown in Fig.

6.16 (c), and the shifts of resonant wavelengths with temperature are shown in Fig.
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6.16 (d). At higher temperatures, the temperature sensitivity of both gratings

increases and the R-LPG is slightly more sensitive than the LPG.

Fig. 6.16 Spectrum evolution of an R-LPG (c) and dip wavelength shifts with the
temperature (d) for higher temperature from 100 to 800 °C.
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6.4.4.2 Strain sensitivity

The strain test was carried out by fixing the SMF with the R-LPG/LPG on two

linear translation stages and then stretching the fiber longitudinally. The separation

between two stages is 33 cm, the lengths of the two gratings (R-LPG and LPG) are

2.99 cm. The fibers are stretched in steps of 0.2 mm from 0 to 2 mm at which both

gratings broke, indicating the two types of gratings have similar mechanical strength.

The measured shift of the resonant wavelength as function of strain is shown in Fig.

6.17. The strain sensitivity of the R-LPG is ~ -0.08 nm/ m , about 5 times smaller

than the conventional LPG (-0.39 nm/ m ), which may be because the one scanning

induced less deformation on the surface, or the axial strain played the opposite role

in the consecutive rotation sections.

Fig.6.17 Resonant wavelengths of R-LPG and conventional LPF as functions of strain.

6.4.4.3 Twist sensitivity

To study the response of the R-LPG to twist, the two ends of the R-LPG were

fixed onto two clamps separated by 130 mm between them, and one of the clamps

was fixed to a rotation stage. The applied angle of rotation is from 0 to ±180° with a

step of 15°. The R-LPG is insensitive to twist, as shown in Fig. 6.18. This is very
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different from the conventional LPG, which has a directional twist sensitivity [23] of

0.06 nm/(rad/m). This may be because the codirectional or contradirectional torsion

to effectively reduced or enlarged the pitch L, and for one pitch of the R-LPG which

includes one codirectional torsion and one contradirectional torsion, the change in

the pitch is very small.

Fig. 6.18 Resonant wavelengths of R-LPG and conventional LPG versus twist
rate.

6.4.4.4 Polarization dependent loss

The polarization-dependent loss (PDL) characteristics of R-LPG and LPG were

also studied by use of a PDL meter equipped with a tunable laser diode, a motorized

polarization controller, and an optical power meter. Since PDL is sensitive to the

depth of the attenuation dip [24], we compared the two gratings with similar depths

of attenuation dips. Fig. 6.19 shows the measured average loss and PDL results for a

R-LPG and a LPG with similar transmission spectra. The maximum PDL is 2.07 dB

for the R-LPG, close to that of the conventional LPG (2.45 dB).
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Fig.6.19 Transmission spectra and PDL curves of a R-PFG and a conventional

6.4.5 Summary

A novel type of rocking LPGs was fabricated by scanning a CO2 laser beam

transversely across a SMF while it is being twisted alternatively. Very efficient

resonant coupling of 99.96% was achieved for a grating with 23 periods. The

response of such R-LPG to temperature, strain and torsion were experimentally

investigated. Compared with the conventional LPG made under similar conditions,

the resonance dip is found to shift toward longer wavelength with slightly larger

temperature sensitivity, and shorter wavelength with a much smaller strain sensitivity,

which can effectively reduce the cross sensitivity to temperature. The R-LPG is

insensitive to twist.

6.5 Polarization rocking filters in Hi-Bi MNFs

PRFs as a special type of LPGs have been made in Ge-doped D-shaped and

elliptical-core polarization-maintaining fibers by photoinducing through an external

UV-writing technique, periodic birefringent gratings along the length of the fibers [5,
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25]; and in Hi-Bi photonic crystal fibers (PCFs) by periodic twist of the birefringent

axis of the fibers through a CO2 laser-assisted [2] and an arc fusion splicer-assisted

technique [3]. The responses of PRFs to strain, temperature, and hydrostatic pressure

have been studied [3, 25]. There are also reports on the use of PRFs as

polarization-mode couplers to form Mach-Zehnder type fiber interferometers(i.e.,

in-line polarimeters) for temperature sensors [26], and on simultaneous strain and

temperature sensing with a PRF in combination with a fiber Bragg grating(FBG)

[27]. A study on the dispersive properties of a PRF in a Hi-Bi PCF was also carried

out and shows that the formation of a PRF gives more flexibility in dispersion

engineering, which cannot be achieved easily by designing the fiber alone [28].

However, all the PRFs and related devices reported so far are made in normal size

optical fibers and there is no report on PRFs made in MNFs to our knowledge.

6.5.1 Fabrication

The Hi-Bi MNF used to fabricate rocking filter had a diameter about 2.8 μm, and the

ellipticity of the cross-section is about 0.7, the estimated birefringence is about

0.0065 at the wavelength of 1.55 μm, which gave a beat length as short as 240 μm,

and the length of the Hi-Bi MNF with uniform waist is about 2.5 cm. Fig. 6.20 is a

schematic diagram of the experimental setup. The fiber was fixed to two clamps with

a 8-cm gap between them. One of the clamps rested on the arm of a rotational motor

that could oscillate through a fixed angle. The resultant twist was induced at one

point along the fiber by the heat generated from a CO2 laser beam focused onto a

spot of ~ 30 μm in diameter. The focused beam can be scanned, via a computer

controlled two-dimensional optical scanner, transversely and longitudinally as

instructed by a preprogrammed routing.
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Fig. 6.20 Experimental setup to fabricate PRFs in Hi-Bi MNFs

We measured the transmission spectra of the rocking filters by launching

polarized light from a broadband LED source along one of the birefringent axes of

the fiber. After passing through a second polarizer which is parallel with the first

polarizer, the signal was monitored with an optical spectrum analyzer. Fig. 6.21

shows the transmission spectrum from a rocking filter with 13 periods, each with a

length of 240 μm (the length was 3.12 mm). The resonance wavelength was 1556.4

nm, the bandwidth at FWHM was 74 nm, and the measured peak conversion

efficiency was 99%, representing 20 dB extinction. The drive rocking angle

amplitude was set by the rotation motor to 30 degree, but not all this rotation is

taken by the fiber. The rocking angle in radians required for 100% conversion can be

determined [6] by the relation Nπθeffective 4 , where N is the number of rocking

periods. Thus, for the rocking filter of Fig. 6.21, the effective twist angle is 3.75°.

The loss of 1.8 dB was measured in this way, which may induced by the large twist

angle applied in very short pitch.
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Fig. 6.21 Polarization-coupling spectra for a rocking filter with 3.46° twist angle

and 13 coupling periods (a) in the original state of polarization. Red line:

experiment, black line: theoretical result. (b) Normalized spectrums of

coupled and transmitted polarizations in linear scale. Black lines: theory, red

lines: experiment.
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The spectrum calculated from Eq. 6.10 with m=1 and θ=3.46° is also shown in

Fig. 6.21 (a) with the solid red line. There is excellent agreement between the

experimental and the calculated results.

The transmission spectrum was also monitored with m=2, as shown in Fig. 6.22,

the period and the rotate angle were set to be 460 μm and 20 degree separately. The

resonance wavelength was 1609.3 nm, the bandwidth at FWHM was 21.9 nm, very

high coupling efficiency of 32.434 dB (coupling ratio of 99.94%) was achieved with

17 periods and a effective twist angle of 2.6 degree. The loss of <1 dB was typical of

filters made in this way.

Fig. 6.22 Transmitted spectrum of a 2nd order rocking filter with 2.6°

effective twist angle and 17 periods. Black line: measured results, red line :

calculated results.

It is evident from the above analysis that the bandwidth can be adjusted by

changing the parameter in fabricating the rocking filter, and for Hi-Bi MNF, there is

a possibility of high order coupling between the two polarized eigenmodes for Hi-Bi

MNF, which allows more flexibility in designing the rocking filters.
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6.5.2 Refractive index sensitivity measurement

For the PRFs fabricated in Hi-Bi MNFs, one most important application is for

refractive index sensing, whose sensitivity is similar to that of Sagnac loop

interferometer with Hi-Bi MNF.

In our experiments, the length and depth of the “cut” region of the

“preprocessed” SMF are respectively 22 μm and 3 mm. The Hi-Bi MNF tapers

obtained in this investigation has a uniform waist of ~1.7 cm in length, and the

major-diameter and cross-sectional ellipticity are respectively ~2.8 μm and ~0.7. At

the wavelength of 1.55 μm, the phase birefringence is estimated to be 0.0065,

corresponding to a polarization beat length of ~240 μm. Fig. 6.23 shows the phase

and group birefringence as well as the polarization beat length as functions of optical

wavelength. The group birefringence of this MNF was also measured experimentally

by use of a Sagnac loop interferometer as described in above chapter 3, which agrees

well with the calculated group birefringence. With the data from Fig. 6.23, we

calculated the pitch of PRFs, and the result is shown as the solid blue line.

For the PRF with its transmission spectrum shown in Fig. 6.21, the resonance

dips however disappeared when it was immersed in water. The existence of resonant

couplings when the PRF is surrounded by water-like solution is important for a range

of chemical and biological applications, however, for the smaller size MNF, it is

difficult to achieve the phase-match condition with the small pitches predicted in Fig.

6.23. When the MNF is immersed in water environment (RI>1.3) because of the

large change in outer refractive index, it means the birefringence of Hi-Bi MNF will

be changed largely, the pitch required by the PRFs will become longer, so the

resonance is likely to disappear when the refractive index of the environment

surrounded the devices changes. We have realized high-order coupling of PRFs in

Hi-Bi MNFs, the coupling resonance of PRFs in Hi-Bi MNF immersed in water may
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achieved with the longer pitch. We then performed refractive index measurement

with the higher order PRFs.

Fig. 6.23 Calculated phase (black line) and group (red line) birefringence, and

polarization beat length (blue line) as functions of optical wavelength. The

measured group birefringence are shown as the dark yellow point.

Fig. 6.24 Transmitted spectrum for a high-order PRF with pitch of 1400 μm

(in air).
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Fig. 6.24 shows the transmitted spectrum of a high order rocking filter in air,

made in a MNF with slightly different parameters, the longer pitch required longer

uniform Hi-Bi MNF, the tapering parameter need to be adjusted. The rocking period

and the applied rotation angle are also changed to 1400 μm and 20 degree

respectively. Resonance couplings occur at 1473.8 and 1619.3 nm, respectively,

corresponding to probably m=5 or 6. The PRF was then immersed into 1 ml water,

the transmission spectrum was changed, shown in black solid line in Fig. 6.25 (a).

Fig. 6.25 (a) Measured transmission spectra when refractive index is varied

from 1.333 to 1.33421. (b) Wavelength of the dip around 1548 nm as function

of refractive index.
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The response of the device to RI was measured by changed by adding saline

solution to water, 0.1 to 0.5 ml of 2% saline solution was subsequently added into

the water in step of 0.1 ml. The adding of saline solution changes the refractive index

of the solution from 1.333 to 1.33421 [29], and results in a change in the resonant

wavelength as shown in Fig. 6.25 (b). A linear relationship between the resonance

wavelength and the refractive index is obtained and the refractive index sensitivity is

calculated to be 32036 nm/RIU.

6.6 Summary

Rocking filter as a special gratings based on Hi-Bi MNF is analyzed theoretically

to study on the coupling properties of the Hi-Bi MNF with different diameters and

shapes, which show that the it would be possible to create this in-line devices by

exploiting the coupling between the two polarization modes, the pitch can be ranged

from tens of micrometers to hundreds of micrometers, compared with PRFs in

conventional polarization maintaining fibers and Hi-Bi microstructured fibers, it is

more flexible to be designed according to requirements for different applications.

PRFs in Hi-Bi MNFs are realized by inducing permanent twist with scanning a

CO2 laser beam transversely across the MNF while it is being twisted alternatively. A

rocking filter with 13 periods, each with a length of 240 μm (the device length was

3.12 mm) was fabricated in Hi-Bi MNF with diameter of 2.8 μm. The resonance

wavelength was 1556.4 nm, the bandwidth at FWHM was 74 nm, and the measured

peak conversion efficiency was 99%, representing 20 dB extinction. The possibility

of higher coupling is also realized and was used as refractive index sensor with

sensitivity of 32036 nm/RIU.
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Chapter 7

Conclusion and future work

7.1 Conclusion

In this dissertation, we have carried out investigations on Hi-Bi MNFs and their

applications in photonic sensors and devices.

The Hi-Bi MNFs are taper-drawn from the standard SMFs that are

“pre-processed” by “cutting-away” parts of the silica cladding on opposite sides of

the fiber with a femtosecond infrared laser. Such Hi-Bi MNFs have approximately

elliptical cross-sections, which generate high birefringence up to 10-2. These Hi-Bi

MNFs have SMF pigtails and can be connected with other optical fiber components

conveniently with low loss.

The Hi-Bi MNFs are characterized by splicing them into a Sagnac loop

interferometer. Theoretical analysis with the Jones Matrix method revealed that the

output spectrum of a Sagnac loop interferometer is closely related to the group

birefringence of the MNF, which may be determined experimentally by measuring

the output spectrum of the Sagnac loop interferometer. The measured values of

group birefringence agree well with the calculated results from a FEM program..

Sagnac loop interferometers containing a single section of Hi-Bi MNF and two

cascaded Hi-Bi MNFs are demonstrated as comb filters. The use of Hi-Bi MNFs

instead of conventional Hi-Bi fibers allows more flexibility in controlling the

transmission/reflection characteristics of the Sagnac loop interferometer by adjusting

the MNF parameters as well as the refractive index surrounding the MNF. The
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lengths of the Hi-Bi MNFs used are on the order of centimeters, one to two orders of

magnitude shorter than the conventional Hi-Bi fiber-based Sagnac loop

interferometer devices. These compact devices could be useful for optical signal

processing and switching, power equalization, and management for WDM networks.

A simple and effective technique for fabricating in-line photonic microcells

with a tapered micro/nano meter-sized core encapsulated within a capillary tube is

demonstrated. The encapsulation isolates MNFs from external contamination and

prevents the quick degradation of the optical and mechanical properties of the MNFs.

Moreover, the photonic microcells can still be filled with gas or liquid phase

materials to realize robust photonic devices and sensors via evanescent field

interaction. These photonic microcells are proved to be very robust, stable, and

feasible for integration into conventional fiber-optic circuits.

By splicing an encapsulated Hi-Bi MNF to a Sagnac loop interferometer system,

a gas RI sensor was demonstrated with a RI sensitivity of 2024 nm/RIU. A gas

pressure sensor was also demonstrated with a pressure sensitivity of 599 pm/bar,

which corresponds to a RI sensitivity of 2285 nm/RIU. When the capillary is filled

with water, the RI sensitivity can be as high as 21231 nm/RIU. The ultrahigh RI

sensitivity was turned into temperature sensitivity via thermo-optic effect by filling

the capillary with a liquid with RI=1.3, and a very high temperature sensitivity of

−6.99 nm/°C was demonstrated.

Two important types of in-line mode-coupling devices were fabricated in Hi-Bi

MNFs, namely LPGs and PRFs. Coupling between guided modes in MNFs are

realized by fabricating LPGs along the MNFs with a CO2 laser and a femtosecond

laser. By inducing periodic micro-tapers along the MNF with a pulsed CO2-laser in

combination with small longitudinal tensile strain applied to the fiber, mode

couplings between fundamental mode and higher order mode were achieved. A

25-period LPG exhibits resonance wavelengths of 1445.5 and 1575.6 nm for
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orthogonal polarization modes, and the corresponding attenuation dips are 12.5 and

20 dB, respectively. The Hi-Bi MNFs with LPGs were encapsulated within capillary

tubes, and the transmission spectra of these encapsulated devices remain unchanged

for over a month.

LPGs were also fabricated by periodically modifying the surface along one side

of a MNF by use of a femtosecond infrared laser to scan through the encapsulated

MNF. A 15-period LPG made directly on an encapsulated elliptical Hi-Bi MNF with

a major diameter of ~2.8 μm and a grating pitch of 20 μm demonstrated resonant

coupling at 1532.7 and 1614.2 nm for the two orthogonal principal polarization

states, and the corresponding resonant dips are respectively 19.2 and 15.2 dB. Such

an LPG is a truly compact device with a grating length on the order of hundreds of

micrometers, and it has small temperature sensitivity. A high order LPG was also

made in MNF and demonstrated as a refractive index sensor with the sensitivity of

4623 nm/RIU. These LPGs could be used as MNF wavelength filters, gain

equalizers for MNF amplifiers, and wavelength-encoded evanescent-wave

biosensors.

MNF-based PRFs were investigated theoretically and experimentally.

Theoretically analysis shows that it would be possible to create such devices by

exploiting the coupling between the two principal polarization states in a Hi-Bi

elliptical MNF. The pitch or rocking period depends on the ellipticity and size of the

MNF and ranges from tens of micrometers to hundreds of micrometers. PRFs in a

Hi-Bi MNF were fabricated by inducing periodic permanent twist by scanning a CO2

laser beam transversely across the MNF while it is being twisted alternatively. A

PRF was made on a Hi-Bi MNF with a diameter of 2.8 μm, with a period of 240 μm

and 13 rocking periods, giving a device length of 3.12 mm. The resonance

wavelength of the PRF is 1556.4 nm with a FWHM bandwidth of 74 nm, and the

measured peak polarization conversion efficiency is 99%, representing 20 dB
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polarization extinction. A higher order PRF was also fabricated and used to measure

the refractive index change surrounding the PRF, and achieved a RI sensitivity of

32036 nm/RIU around RI=1.33.

7.2 Future work

The in-line photonic microcells made by encapsulating tapered MNFs provide a

robust platform to study light-matter interaction via the evanescent field. The

potential applications of such photonic microcells are many and further work may be

directed along the direction of developing novel photonic devices and sensors based

on such photonic microcells. Possible future works include low loss

evanescent-wave-coupled optical absorption and florescent cells and photoacoustic

cells for chemical and environmental sensors, gain cells for amplifiers in the visible

wavelength, and etc.

The in-line mode coupling devices fabricated in Hi-Bi MNFs identifies a

direction to use the properties of LPGs and PRFs based on the Hi-Bi MNFs as

sensors, filters and so on. We will make further investigation of the effect of

fabrication techniques and parameters on the spectral, polarization and other

characteristics, aiming to explore more applications of the LPGs and PRFs fabricated

in this elliptical waveguide.
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